The Woodley island marina opened eertier this year. For story see centerspread.

A.S. to focus on campus problems
By Chris Crescibene
Campus

editor

Humboldt State student government
Officers intend = —
i _
pus problems this year rat
take
stands on national and international
issues that don’t directly affect
students, according to Associated
Students President Jeff Lincoln.
*“‘We have enough to do at Humboldt without spending two-hour
debates on El Salvador,’’ Lincoln said.
Lincoln added he will discourage
resolutions on such issues because they
are ‘“‘outside our parameters of
power.”’

A.S. Vice Pres ..at Valerie
agreed with Lincoln. She said
the past the Student Legislative
cil has often considered such
tions with no advance notice.
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‘“We are a small
p,’’ she said of
the SLC. ‘‘There is no way we can
speak for all the students of HSU.”’
Lincoln said, however, that there are
some national and international issues
that directly affect HSU students and
that he f
it is appropriate to take
stands on them.
Nuclear power is such an issue
because there is a nuclear facility in
Humboldt County, he said.
In the interview, Lincoln set out
some goals for student government this
year. These include:
© Publishing teacher evaluations.
“*It’s a very enormous project, but I
think we can overcome all the obstacles
this year,’’ Lincoln said.
Faculty members have resisted the
idea because they feel the evaluations
will only represent the student viewpoint, he explained. They are afraid
that easy-grading teachers will be rated
well while tougher professors will be
evaluated poorly.
However, Lincoln said he believes
this will not be the case and that the
evaluations will be handled discreetly.
‘In my book, if he (a professor) is
tough, that probably means he’s a
good teacher,’’ he said.
e it Atosiatton
California State

changes,"’

P43.

werée-a- member...”

The SLC may vote at the
of the
school term to rejoin the o1
ization,
Lincoln said.
© Oppose tuition.
Lincoln said an aide to Gov. Brown
told the CSUC Board of Trustees in
August that the system will have to ab-

sorb a $50 million budget cut in the
1982-83 fiscal year.
**A $50 million cut is so enormous
that there is no way
‘t can
absorbed,” Lincoln sa.d.

See GOALS, page >

CSUC budget tightening
curtails travel by faculty
By Tad Weber
Editor
ae
tightening by the California
niversity and College system
State
will curtail Humboldt State faculty
travel this year, but the overall quality
of education students receive should be
8 good as last year.
Such is the estimation of Edward Del
Biaggio, HSU’s administrative services
director.
Del. Biaggio, who acts as the campus’

business manager, said the

ion of

the general fund reserved for faculty
travel has been cut back 25 percent
from last ll
This is
the university didn’t

- its requested travel allocation from
state — $161,883 was the figure

said. ‘‘If teachers can’t get to timely
and important professional meetings,
they might not be able to provide
students with vital information.”
But he added, except for the travel
money cut, the quality of education
HSU students get this year will be on
par with last year.
‘‘No teachers have been laid off
because of the tight budget, and I don’:
see any layoffs coming during the
year,’’
Del
Biaggio said. ‘‘The
academic
quality
should
not
decrease.’’
He said student services like the
Health Center and the University Police
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Election
laws
Streamlined A.S. code

sought by new president
are currently able to spend.
The motive behind recommending

By Chris Crescibene
Campus

editor

Four
gover:
tions will

; pee

major

changes

in the rules

student government elecbe considered by the HSU

Student Legislative Council

within the

next two weeks.
The proposed changes are a result of
a restructuring of the Associated
Students’ code conducted this summer
by the interim SLC and probably will
come before the full council Oct. 12,
A.S. President Jeff Lincoln said in an
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Tenured
employees of Humboldt State have until Monday to apply for the Fee Waiver
program.

ing the the positio n
of freshman representative to dorm
representative and giving the vice president a
fic set of duties.
The
freshman representative constitutes a duplication of representation
for freshmen, he said.
‘‘We don’t have a sophomore rep or
a graduate rep,”’ he said.
A dorm representative would be
beneficial, however, because the HSU
dorms constitute a distinct community,
Lincoln said. Most likely, the dorm
—-*
would be a freshman, he

little

president

‘“*It is absurd on this campus

them

of cam
ex
ditures by coalition members ‘om
recommended because the amount of
money spent in recent elections was
—s
a little out of hand,”’ Lincoln

rule, the A.S. spent several

vice

the

tne hese include Pirmal

coln said.
A.S.-funded organizations have endorsed candidates in past elections, in» Lincoln
last cam
=
said.
is is a
ice he said he
believes is ‘‘not right.’’

percent of the votes cast in order to be
elected without a runoff. The interim
recommended that this be

elections, Lincoln
;
He said he was forced into a runoff
in the last election even th
he beat
his nearest opponent by |!
cent.
Because
of this and other runoffs made
necessary by the 50-percent-plus-one

the time being, will not be made part of

and vice-presidential

run as a ticket is to insur: a
harmonious working relationship between the two A.S. executive officers,
Lincoln said.
Although Lincoln and Vice President Valerie Moore were members of
the same coalition, past presidents and
vice presidents
sometimes have been
iden
from copes parties.
This
resulted in the president

ee : authority and few responsibilities, Lin-

interview last week.

The revisions to be considered by the
SLC are:
© Altering the amount of votes needed to win A.S. elections.
Currently a candidate for an A.S.

also has _ informally
The
SLC
adopted structural changes which, for

present rules,
may
$100 on a campaign, vicetial candidates can
spend $75 and SLC hopefuls are allowed to spend $50.
But, Lincoln said, because most candidates run in coalitions, anne
funds are generally pooled. This
po op
- accumulate a large camun

°

Independent candidates would still
be allowed
the amount of money they

The second annual Activities Faire

will take place next Wednesday from
to 3 p.m. on the University
10 a.m,
Centerfquad. Over $0 student clubs
display information, recruit
plan
new members and raise funds.

Courses related to an employee’s job
Campus parking
or career goal may be taken for a fee of
quired for parking
$3 per class.
today.
beginning
automobiles may be
Forms may be obtained from the cashier’s office in the
personnel office or in Siemens Hall, at a cost of $15 per
room 216.
for motorcycles cost

permits are rein university lots
for
Permits
purchased at the
University Annex

quarter. Permits

$3.75.

(A.S.-funded

Lincoln said he and Moore have
drawn up a job description for the vice
president because that position is given
few duties by the A.S. code and constitution. The description mainly con-

for

organizations)

to

politically involved,” Lincoln said.

sists of public relations res

le indicated that the practice is ripe
for retribution. For example,
he said, a
t could use his or her power to
ee
cut
or
her.

major, said.

Li.scoln added that the A.S. has been
lacking a
liaison.

process,”
:
“atone
Other proposed revisions will

TheS

these

be
brought before the full SLC. These include increasing the summer interim
council’s budget from $$00 to $600 and
the representative
at large

no

power

i

ane

Baga

lore making them part

of ctayen advo h said. This could
take place next year.

Continued from page |
A push to institue tuition will probably occur, he said.
© Consider restructuring HSU student government.
Lincoln said the last two student
dents (Alison Anderson and Tom
an) believed that the 17-member
SLC was bulky and unmanageable. He
said they felt that ‘‘if the council were
smaller it wouldn't have so much dead
weight.’’
However, other council members
feel that if the size of the SLC were
reduced students would lose representation, Lincoln said.
© Promote the use of night buses.
The first week of the service thi:
quarter will be free. (See story, page !*)
Lincoln said he feels that the cour.:.
will work well together this year partially because most members were part
of the same coalition.

tions.
Lincoln said the interim council
undertook ‘‘the clean-up job on the
code’’, a document he
bed as a
rs
“thow (the A.S.) takes care
of its business’, in order to make it a
“‘more workable document.’’
“It was an ambiguous document
which no one ever followed,” he said.
Many revisions the interim council
adopted on its own, Lincoln said. One
of these was the elimination of the
publicity code.
Lincoln said the University Center
and the Department of Housing and
Food Services have their own publicity
policies which pre-empt the A.S.
publicity code.

‘“‘We had

bilities.

“It’s modeled after
t I really
want to do: '’ Moore, a public relations

whatsoever’’

regarding publicity, he said. ‘‘So we
decided to drop the whole thing.”’
revisions dealt with reOther
wording,
re-numbering
sections,
eliminating duplicate chapters and
clearing up other ambiguities, said
Connie Carlson, A.S. office manager.

“*Most of them know each other,”’
he said. ‘‘A lot of them are friends or

at least acquaintances.’
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Spraying completed on Six Rivers land
Coast

By Lewis Clevenger
Managing Editor

representative

to

the

board,

Gene Senestraro. However, his motion

to retain
the limit of 10 ppb at any one
Hine as aos Sate 08 8 Seon iia ai

The U.S Forest Service completed
spraying of the herbicide 2.1-D) on Six
Rivers National Forest lands tast week
in the latest installment vi une nerbicide
controversy in Humboldt County.
According
to George
Lottritz,
silviculturist for the Six Rivers National Forest, the oe
completed
last week and no further
aerial spraying of National Forest lands is planned
at this time.
Lottritz said in an interview this
week the earliest the Forest Service
could resume spraying would be in the

ydelius, representing the t
California Forest Protective Association, said the 2 ppb limit is ‘‘probably

not possible,” and added his opinion

that the new safety standards would
not protect the fish, animals or humans
in the area.

spring and ‘‘it would probably be hand

spraying.”
Lottritz said there was no special
reason the Forest Service decided to
spray in the fall rather than in the spring when local private timber companies began spraying their lands.
“There are two ‘windows’ during

We've got news
for you

the year when spraying is effective on

the underbrush,”’ Lottritz said. ‘‘Our
project was set up to go either way and
we just elected to go in the fall.’’
Local residents object mainly to
aerial application of the herbicides and
contend
‘‘manual release’ of the herbicides or hand-clearing of the lands is
not only safer but also compares in
cost to aerial spraying.
One of the local lumber firms, Simpson Timber Co., did contract to have a
portion of their lands cleared by hand
during the summer.
A spokesman for the company, Paul
Evans, said in a telephone interview
this week that project is now completed
but cost-per-acre results will not be in
‘*for several weeks.”’
Evans said the project consisted of
several scattered plots totalling 100
acres.
Mark Wilson, lecturer in the forestry
department at HSU, explained the windows consist of periods when the
broadieafs to be sprayed are highly
susceptible to the 2,4-D while the conifers are not.
As the broadleaf vegetation absorbs
the chemical during these periods and
transmits it throughout the plant the
chemical causes the plant to undergo a
highly accelerated growth rate. This

When you’re not
reading the
rapid spurt in the growth rate in turn
‘burns out’’ the plant and kills it.
Wilson said the periods when the
spray is most effective are early in the
spring when the plant is already
undergrowing fairly rapid growth and
the conifers have not fully started, and
in the late summer when the broadleaf
vegetation is still growing but the conifer needles and buds have ‘hardened’
sufficiently to resist absorption of the
herbicide.
Wilson said different species of
vegetation respond better at different
times of the year to spraying.
“The type of vegetation the local
companies are dealing with is different
from what the Forest Service is dealing
with on the other side of the
mountain,’’ Wilson said.
“Each tree or shrub species is different,’’ Wilson said. ‘‘They (the
timber companies) try to exploit that
difference.”’
The herbicide controversy has flared
up locally for the past five years,
reaching a peak each spring when
private timber companies have traditionally begun spraving.

Fears

that

herbicide

spraying

may

cause cancer and birth defects have
fueled the controversy.
Wilson said scientific evidence does
not support such allegations, and added extensive studies have shown no link
between cancer and birth defects and
2,4-D.
In a related development, the North
Coast Regional Water Quality Control
Board, which has responsibility for
monitoring streams and rivers in the
spray areas, voted to accept a two-part
herbicide limit on the amount of herbicide allowed in the rivers after spraying.
Earlier this month, the board agreed
to accept an average of two parts per
billion (ppb) over a 24-hour period and
a maximum of 40 ppb at any one time.
This means the run-off immediately
after spraying may exceed the previous
maximum of 10 ppb
and still be within
the acceptable safety levels mandated
by the board.
_ Reservations about the two-level
limit concerning the methods of
monitoring the streams and the costs
involved were expressed by the North
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Purpose unchanged
Tom

Wicker,

York Times,

a columnist with the New

once expressed the idea that

s
the community
per
inevitably reflect
newspa
y of
the
are part
Such can be said for the development of

find themseives fair-sized institutions.
had an
in the 1920s, when the
enroliment of little more than 200 students,
monthly
a four-page
Fog-Horn,
The
news
with
y
universit
the
newspaper, provided
the
paper,
the
to
and opinion.
.
semester
campus’ first, cost 50 cents per
Today's Lumberjack is an operation with a
that produces a weekly
$32,000 ——
publication of 20 or more pages from one of
the best-equipped production departments of
in the state.
any student
Even with such growth, though, the purpose of the paper is the same today as in the

day of The Fog-Horn — to provide the HSU

news of campus and local
community
events and subsequent interpretation of that
news.
Fortunately, The Lumberjack is in a strong
to carry out that purpose. The paper
independent and thus not
is fi
to individuals or organizations
beholden
economically. Complete independence has
almost been reached in the production of the
paper as well.
Ad revenue is the basis for the paper's
financing. Last year, The Lumberjack's adver-

tising generated

$32,000

— the most the

made. Part of that revenue—
ever r
pe
pahas

The
work g
— resulted from typesettin
$1,200

Lumberjack has the capacity to do.
Adviser Howard Seemann is hard pressed
to think of any other campus paper in the state
that has the amount of production equipment
Lumberjack has, or any other student
get mthe
lis
majors
operation that lets journa
that The Lumberjack

Athletic woes
(Editor’s note: These letters
were received
for our last issue
spring quarter. Due to space
itations they did not run at
that time.)
Editor:
I’ve been following your recent coverage of the financial
woes of the athletic department and its attempt to cope.
Through this letter, I hope to
voice my recommendations as

to changes

—

phi

used to fund intercollegiate
sports. The foundation shall
be the only agency to which
the university
grants the
authority to raise money for

Thus, any team
thusiasm, good organization
and desire, can use the raffle
to provide funds for those extra things that they consider
necessary for their sport.
Lastly, the athletic department’s role shall be to arrange

sports.

Second, all students in any

sport must pay a $25 fee each
year
to the
Seventy-five

shall be

foundation.
t of the fee

for

ited to the par-

ticular sport that the student
participates in. Twenty-five

t shall be set aside to

p teams who qualify for na-

tional

championships

competition,

determine

cost and submit requests to the
foundation.
The
athletic
department shall not have the
t to cut sports. Rather, it
Sa
assist teams in

ng what their budget

cover

will allow.
I realize that these changes

their cost of travel.
Third, all revenue
from
events that have a gate shall go
to the foundation — not that

would cause some short term
chaos. However, in the long

sport.

Fourth, except for the 75
peg refund of the student
. all a
‘ee to “yd
‘oun-

Sction ahall’be ditnributed by

E

year

competitive

sports.

This

the team share.
Fifth, members of the founshall not have any
association with the

:

push for independence
by
term implies —
the
what
does
typ2setter that
become the
that
sets the columns of type

the formula: total available
funds
multiplied
by the
number of students in a parsport divided by the
total number of students in
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Continued
from page 4
because elected officials are
diverting our tax money to
non-essential government staf-

fing

,

.

‘

>

:

.

and spending.

}

tor Keene’s answer is
not to correct the problem, but
simply to make it easier to take
more taxes from the working
men and women of California.

All over California, citizens

,

*

.

.

are
outraged
at
these
legislative manipulations.
They are circulating the CAST
Taxpayer Consent Initiative
which will require that the

x

for

;

:

-

,

~

;

”

politicians
tax

get our

increases

approval

that

those tax increases contain expiration dates. If you like the
idea of expiration dates for tax
increases, you can obtain petitions at most local taxpayer
and homeowner associatiosns.
Mike Ford
AGM Valley
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= Ability is key
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Editor:
I have read with interest
your articles (and various let-

ters) on the issue of Professor
Tom Jones. Many students

students

and

faculty.

school
indeed almosts,
unique-

is the local community,

must be wondering about how Personal
I am not ly,
in a posi- ly, HSU does not receive
the a
the tune of ame
the academic
community tionto make an academic decishare of intercollegiate $$0,000 per year. Peter Bretnall
makes its decisions. So far the sion on this issue, but felt it
revenue outside of gate
;
Arcata
entire issue would seem to was necessary to interject that receipts from either = alumni
hinge on whether or not we the issues were being looked at or the student body.
have followed proper pro- in a backward fashion. At any
cedures in proper order. In university the relevant criteria
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY
fact this issue is irrelevant to for retention,
promotion,
NELSON WALL EAST
ARCATA, CALIF. 95521
the matter of Teaching Service TSA’s, etc., is com
and
NEWSROOM: (707) 626-3271
Area (TSA’s).
gureremase in the given field.
Sensing the HSU communis
ADVERTISING: (707) 626-32
A TSA can only be assigned
rocedures,
forms,
order,
based on the competence of an etc., are of only minor imporMN
oc
nis’ io «cle «a @ owk o coh de ine
ee wees
instructor to teach in that tance.
Campus
Editor.................. CHRIS CRESCIBENE
area. This can only
I can only hope that in the
Community Editor...................... KAREN LYND
be based on the competence of end competence will be the
Sports Editor...................... BILL HENNESSEY
an instructor to teach already criteria used to settle the
Entertainment Editor.............. JENNIFER BROWN
o—
competent, by virtue dispute and not procedure or
Photo Editor....................0008, WAYNE FLOYD
of training, degrees, etc., to personality.
Copy Desk............. LESLIE LOLLICH, S.M. BAILEY,
!
TOM LEAVITT, REX MORGAN
teach in that area. If the
Artists............... SCOTT BAILEY, DOUG LAURSEN
‘*faculty’’
(in this case,
David
W. Kitchen
Manager.................. GARY ROGERS
religious —_
——
Associate professor, wildlife
Business
Meneger...............
Bi VILLALOBOS
competence
n the approv- management
PF eho se eterdenndencatenas HOWARD SEEMANN
ed university guidelines of terDISCLAIMER: Opinions expressed in Lumberjack
minal
» course, etc.,
editorials
thoes ofa marty ofthe editorial boerd and
then procedural matters would
those of
staff, the Associated
be moot and the TSA would
be valid.
nted herein is tor informational
Editor:
On the other hand, if comSasaes eal oo oot t2'00 coated ee
eee
There was recently a spate
petence
cannot
be apendorsement or verification of such commercial
ventures by the staff, university or the Associated
ange
propriately demonstrated then of articles about >
Ss at
lure, etc., is immaterial collegiate sports cut
in the academic sense and a HSU and the financial prothe
Studenandtsthe HSU journalism depart.
TSA could not be assigned to a blems that had made them
teacher.
necessary.
aoe “aan
ennen Gas
I did not notice any mention
P
and $6 for the yeer,
Obviously the issue of com$1.50 each additional
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Homecoming

“We're trying to revive the spirit of
homecoming,’’ Eddie Scher, promotional coordinator, said. ‘When ! was

celebration

Associated

begins Friday

_ Following the rally, a concert will be
given by Mason Dixon in the quad at |
p.m. The alumni banquet and dance
will begin at 6 p.m. at the Universit
Center. Doc and Merle Watson will
perform in the Van Duzer Theater at 8
p.m.

By Jenny Brown
Eatertaiament editor

The third annual ‘‘Great Humboldt

Spirit’?

homecoming

Students president | pro-

mised to bring back homecoming, and
the next year I did.’’

The celebration continues on Saturday, Oct. 10, with a pancake breakfast
sponsored by the Arcata Volunteer
Fire Department, from 7 a.m. to noon,
at the Arcata Community Center.

celebration will

begin with the introduction of the king
and queen at a rally in the University
Center quad, Friday, Oct. 9, at noon.

The homecoming
parade will start at
the plaza on Oct. 10 at 10 a.m. Local
high school marching bands and drill
teams will participate in the parade,
Scher said.
Graduates from 25 and 50 years ago
will be honored at a luncheon at The
Hearth from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
on Saturday, Oct.10.
The HSU
Lumberjacks
football
team will meet the UC Davis Aggies at
Redwood Bowl Oct.10 at 2 p.m. for
the homecoming game.
A beer, bean and bread feed at the
Arcata Community Center will follow
the game.
There will be a dance at the Arcata
Community

Center

following

Satur-

day's football game. The band will be
Mason Dixon.
A concert by Peter Frampton at 8 p.m.
in the East Gym will top off the night.
The last homecoming (before it was
revived) was in 1971, Scher said.
**Students were interested in other
things, like the war, and they thought
homecoming was a farce. We're just
doing it for fun,’’Scher said.There is
no competition for homecoming queen
and king. They were chosen at random
by Scher, and are 1928 and 1930 alumni
respectively.
Civic groups,
entertainers and
residents are invited to participate in
the parade. Call 826-4411 for more information.

Queen, king remember college of youth
four and thought he would never walk
again. However, he went on to excel in
almost every sport at Humboldt, including football, baseball, golf and
basketball.
He was inducted into the HSU Hall
of Fame in 1961.
At that time, the ‘‘jock’’ stigma
wasn’t associated with playing sports.
‘I just felt like playing a lot of
sports and doing a lot of things, so |
did them,’ Brandstetter said.
He sang first tenor with the college

By Jenny Brown
Entertainment editor

She graduated from Humboldt in
1928; he graduated in ‘30; at that time
the ratio of women to men was 3 to I.
The percentage of men is not the only thing that has changed since Elta
Henricksen and Cliff Brandstetter, this
year’s homecoming queen and king, at—
Humboldt State Teachers Colege.
‘‘When we were going to Humboldt
it was a very close-knit school,’’
Henricksen said. ‘‘Everyone knew each
other and it was like one big family,”’
Brandstetter said.
At that time Humboldt’s enrollment
was 500.
‘‘There were no swelled heads;
everyone knew his place,’’ Brandstetter

Lyceum

After

said.

Both Brandstetter and Henricksen
were outstanding athletes of their timc.
Henricksen was the only woman
from

Northern

California

**I was

favored

to win,

but the girl

who
I beat in the trials won,’’
Henricksen said.
Henricksen was also the first woman
inducted into the HSU Hall of Fame.
**1 started running races at the Sunday school picnics when I was a girl,”’
Henricksen said. ‘‘ Then, when I got to

rv gov sccteney

StAveces

uigamzauun.

Mics

Allow

P
“

in the 1928

Olympics. Her specialty was track and
field.

quartet,

was active in drama,

ana was iwice class president at Humboldt.
**When we attended Humboldt it only took three years to get thiough college and be able to teach,’’ Henricksen
said. ‘‘ Now it takes five years; | don’t
think I'd make it.”’

King Cliff Brandstetter and queen Elta Henrickeen reminisce.
Humboldt I used to be challenged by
the boys to run races and I’d beat
them.”’
“1

didn’t

do

extremely

well

school,’’ Henricksen said. ‘‘ I
spend all of my free periods
track. My coach at Humboldt,
Heron, used to say that all my
were in my feet.

tu

Ol tered

any

used to
on the
Laura
brains

ty, but we didn’t,’’ Henricksen said. ‘‘
We thought it over and decided that
would produce cliques, so we decided
not to. We liked it like a family.”
Cliff Brandstetter was also a champion. He was born and raised in Fortuna. He contracted polio when he was

from

Humboldt

cata, taught at a nursery school for ten
years and
ran a summer
camp,”’
Henricksen said.

“I

taught

industrial

arts

to

high

school students for 37 years,’’ Brandstetter, who now lives in Hydesville,
said.

Both Brandstetter and Henricksen
will return to Humboldt on October 9
and 10 to participate in the Great
Humboldt’s
Spirit
homecoming
festivities.

campus

. Jays tor a.. jobs.

The tumverfack production mys.

in

‘*When we were at Humboldt they
asked us if we wanted to have a sorori-

graduating

both
Henricksen
and _ Brandstetter
decided to teach.
‘*T taught school for five years in Ar-
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Salmon fishermen prospects brighter
By Lewis Clevenger
Managing editor

The 1981 commercial salmon fishing season ends
today with fishermen still short of the
quota but
with perhaps brighter prospects for the future.
The Pacific Fisheries M
t Council

earlier this year set the quota of

we ew

8

565,000 commer-

cially caught salmon in response to a continuing
decline in numbers of spawning salmon reaching

the headwaters of North Coast rivers, particularly

the Klamath River.
Of the above total for the State of California, a
limit of 300,000 fish was set for those taken north
em
Arena and south of the Oregon-California
T.
The quota was designed to limit the number of
adult salmon taken for commercial purposes to
allow more fish to reach the spawning grounds

*.

els

S

upstream.

The number of successful spawners in the
Klamath last year totaled about
29,000, less than
one-third of the estimated 100,000 required to
maintain the salmon population as a commercial
resource.
The California Department of Fish and Game
estimate of 100,000 was based on pre-1976 runs of
adult salmon up the river.
**It’s a combination of a lat of things which kept
the fishermen
from
reac™!Ng
‘‘éir quotas,”
Stephanie Revesz, Executive Secretary of the Humboldt Fisherman’s Marketing Association, said in
an interview yesterday.
Revesz cited the closure of the commercial
salmon fishing season in federal waters for the
month of June as only one of the reasons the catch
is down.
She also listed bad weather and pressure from
out-of-state fishermen in California waters as problems that limited the catch.
As of the 20th of this month, Revesz said 92 percent of the quota north of Point Arena had been
landed while 95 percent of the southern quota had
been caught by commercial fishermen.
Revesz said she feels the problem of out-of-state
boats is one the local fishermen have to live with,
although some alternative proposals are being considered by the PFMC.
““We can’t say that these are our own fish,”’
Revesz said, and added local fishermen also fish in
other states’ offshore areas.
Revesz said to restrict other states’ fishermen
from fishing in California waters even during the
present period of low fish population would invite
reciprocation by the other states.
**We (the fishermen) would be cutting our own
throats,’ Revesz said.
Revesz said the PFMC is considering a proposal

RP

still disgruntled with the policies of the PFMC and
the way it has handled the salmon situation for the
1
last three years.
Revesz said legislation has been introduced in
Congress to create a separate fisheries management
council for California.
“We're still pushing that,’’ she said.
If that fails, the Association would like to see
more representation for California on the present
:
council.
and
coastline
more
boats,
more
has
“‘California
more fishermen than the other two states (Oregon
and Washington) combined, and we have very little
representation on the council,"’ Revesz said.
Of 13 members on the PFMC, Revesz indicated
only two are from California, with the rest composed of members from the other two states.

to limit the total number of fishing boats.
Boats would be allowed into fishing areas on a
first-come, first-served basis.
Revesz said this would allow preservation of the
=,
while still keeping fishing grounds open to
all.
The number of salmon actually entering the
Klamath River this year, based on beach-seining
conducted by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
and Indian gill net harvests, is up sharply over last
year.
As of the 20th of this month, Indian fishermen
had landed almost 19,000 fish from the Klamath,
up from 6,800 fish for all of last year.
;
Gary Rankel, USFWS biologist, said this could
be the best adult salmon run up the river since 1978,
and could exceed the goal of 100,000 spawning
salmon set for this year by the DFG.
Rankel said there are a number of reasons why
the run is up over last year.
He said the
first group of adult salmon not affected by the disastrous 1976-77 drought, that dried
up spawning beds, are now returning to spawn.
Overall water conditions and the mid-season
closure of the fishing season also helped to increase
the run, he said.
Revesz indicated the Marketing Association is

Hutchin’s
| Marke

Revesz said many

fishermen are trying to make

up losses suffered because of the curtailed salmon
season by fishing for other species of fish.
Revesz said there are no funds available for a
‘*bail-out’’ program such as the loan guarante: program offered to fishermen last year by the federal
government.
‘*If the fishermen don’t make it on their own this
year, they’re broke,’’ Revesz said.
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While the science building le nearly completed, the all-weather fleld still resembles the Sehere.

Campus gets new football field
will allow students to study plants that were too
large to reach maturity in a normal greenhouse.
The building was constructed to provide much
needed space for the university’s science programs,
Barratt said.
res
When engineering moves into the new building,
the first floor of the engineering building wi!! be
made available to the geology program in fal!, 1983,

By Steve Jaramillo
Staff writer
A $5 million science building and a new field at
Redwood Bow! are the highlights of various projects undertaken at HSU this year, Don F. Lawson,
oe
of campus projects and research, said last
week.
The Redwood Bowl playing field is ready, while
the sciece building is not slated for completion until June. Lawson said.
“The :om,letion date (of the science building) is
May 28 ‘1982» !t should be ready for classes in the
fall of %2,’’ Kay Barratt, dean of the school of
science, said.
The building will house laboratories for environmental engineering students on the first floor
= botany students on the second floor, Barratt
said.
“*It’s a laboratory building with support spaces to
laboratories. There are no offices, lecture halls or
lounges,’’ Lawson said.
A walking bridge will connect the botany labs to

the new
—"
old

“Redwood

notorious ... as being
a bad place to play.”
“Barratt said.
*“We’ve been holding down
enrollment in
gore for two years’’ because of a lack of space,
att said.
“The place botany is moving out of will be
remodeled for chemistry.’’
Because of a lack of space, HSU is the only
school in the CSUC system that does not have a lab
a
for first-year chemistry students, Bar-

greenhouse, Lawson added. The new
will have four times the capacity of the

one.

ratt

An interesting feature of the new science buildi
pot.””
dome. ‘‘It’s

a very im
t part o
struct
He
an important part of botan
of a plant’s reproductive process. The

Pi
fs the study
30-foot dome

r

°

He said HSU had wanted to add additional
facilities for a number of years.
**I came here 10 years ago and they were talking

is a solar dome that is 54 feet across and almost

feet tall. Lawson refers to it as a ‘*
“It’s
not a frill,”” a
said =

Bowl was

about it (the new science building) then. We finally

convinced the state that we needed it,” Barratt said.
Barratt said HSU is often the last choice for

ANNIVERSARY

funds because it is a small, out-of-the-way college
and not as ‘‘visible’’ as a campus in Southern
California.
Lawson said he did not think HSU was slow in
receiving funds.
**I don’t feel that is the present situation at all,”’
Lawson said. He did not care to elaborate on the
issue.
Another project for HSU this year was the
upgrading of Redwood Bowl.
After nine months uf letting the grass grow, Redwood Bowl is now ready for the fall sports

schedule, Lawson said. The old playing field had a

ear

with drainage during the winter months,

he said.
**Redwood Bow! was notorious amongst football
circles as being a very bad place to play. It would
become a mud bowl for most of the season,”’
Lawson said.
**We don’t have a naturally flat space on campus
so we had to improve some of the space we had,”’
he explained.
Lawson, Wayne Hawkins, supervisor of grounds
and 7 a, ree oy
eee _—
tor 0}
t opera
st
ying
at
various schools in the Pacific Northwest and decid-

ed on a “‘sand field.”’

This high-drainage field consists of digging a pit,
—
in
pipes and then covering it with
gravel
and two feet of sand, Lawson explained.
A combination of rye and fesque grass was then

See CONSTRUCTION, page 9
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from page 8
planted and allowed to grow for eight to nine months, Lawson said.
**It (the field) takes more maintenance, but you
get a lot more playing on it,’’ he said.
Lawson is con
t the field can withstand Arcata’s wet climate.
He said it rained 3% inches one day last winter
and there wasn’t even a puddle on the field.
A soccer-sized, all-weather field is still under construction at the southwest corner of the campus,
Lawson said.
**It’ll come into use about eight or nine months
after we plant the
grass. Our hope is to have it in use
next fall,’’ he said.
Lawson said other projects around the campus
include:
© Two new bus shelters provided by CalTrans.
One is located at 14th and B St. and the other on
Plaza Avenue next to the Library.
© An elevator in the Music Complex to be started
this winter. The elevator is to improve access to the
building for handicapped students.
© Dividing Wildlife 206 into two parts, a lab and
a lecture room; and dividing Siemans Hall 2 into
both a lecture room and computer terminal room.
Both projects should be completed this quarter.

The new science building will be ready next fall.

Program patterned to catch poachers
punity, according to the DFG.

By Steve Jaramillo
Staff writer
CalTIP, a secret witness program to
aid the state Department of Fish and
Game’s fight against poachers, has
resulted in four arrests locally, DFG
Lt. Jerry Collins said last week.
An acronym for ‘‘Californians Turn
In Poachers,”’ the program,
which
began Sept. 1, is patterned after those
used in other western states. The target

is the multimillion dollar poaching

in-

dustry that operates with virtual im-

Humboldt

Anyone with information on a
poaching incident may call the DFG’s
toll-free hotline, 1-800-952-5400, between 8 a.m. and $ p.m., Monday
through Friday.
Callers are not required to give their
names or testify. If the information
results in an arrest, the caller is eligible
for a reward of as much as $500.
‘*I’m challenging every Californian
to do his or her part, to get in and sup-

port this citizen-based effort with their

contributions

...

and

to

turn

in

poachers and everyone else who
violates fish and wildlife laws,’’ DFG
Director E.C. Fullerton said when the
program was unveiled in June.
Lt. Collins believes the program will
‘‘enhance the attitude’? of people
observing poachers.
‘‘Our primary problem is a lack ot
information. We know poaching is going on all the time, but (we) just can’t
be everywhere,”’ Collins said.
The main poaching problems on the

Merchants!

North Coast, he said, are with salmon
and steelhead, and big game such as
deer and bear.
‘*Ninety percent of the people we get
claim they didn’t know what the law
was,”’ Collins said. But ignorance of
the law is no excuse in the eyes of DFG
Officers.

_ The CalTIP ores
ting contributions

which is administered by a fivemember citizens review board. Checks
should be made payable to CalTIP,
P.O. Box 1678, Sacramento 95814.
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CSUC employees to pick agent

PSSSST... WANT TOBUY AWATCH 2

By Garth Rogers
Staff writer
Elections

are expected

aq

this fall to

for 20,000 California State University
and College employees in their 1982-83
contract negotiations.
The Public Employment Relations
Board (PERB), which will oversee the
elections, has established four bargaining units for each of the main
categories of college employees —
physicians (unit one), health care support personnel (unit two), faculty (unit
three) and academic support personnel
(unit four).
Three bargaining
ts seek to
represent these
groups: the United Professors of California (UPC), the Congress of Faculty Associations (CFA)
and the California State Employees
Association (CSEA).
UPC will enter elections to represent
units two, three and four, according to
James K. Derden, HSU chapter president of UPC. CFA will seek to represent units three and four, Herschel L.
Mack, HSU chapter president of CFA,
said, while CSEA, an affiliate of CFA,
will enter the election to represent unit
two.

The establishment of these units by
PERB ends a lengthy debate that began
in July, 1979, when the Higher Education
Employment Act, which allows
for collective bargaining for CSUC
employees, went into effect.
Now
that the units have been
established, there apparently is little to
prevent fall elections. But the board
still has to justify the categories it
established, according to Mack.
‘“‘When CFA, UPC, CSEA and the
chancellor get the justification, they

may want to appeal the catagories,’’
Mack said.
According to UPC’s Derden, there
are two reasons for an appeal.
One is a judicial review request
which covers procedural matters. This
would result only. if there were im-

proprieties

in

the

establishment

of

categories, Derden said.
The second is a request for reconsideration, with the inclusion of new
information not previously considered.
Derden does not believe this is likely.
‘I don’t think there has been any
stone left unturned ... It would have to
be something very strange to block the
election at this point,’’ Derden said.
According
to both
Mack
and
Derden, the earliest the election can be
held is in November.

Agency provides market
for North Coast artisans
By S.M. Bailey
Staff writer
North Coast artists and artisans may
soon expand their sales markets if the
Arcata
nomic Development Corp.
has its way.
The AEDC has established an arts
py ee
agency for Humboldt County funded
by a $25,000
grant from the
Humboldt County CETA Private Industry Council, according to AEDC
Executive Officer Stephen Patek.

While the

Thursday,

t becomes effective on
will not begin

oO

Par

_ determine collective bargaining agents

tracts signed yet,’’ he said.
The agency aims to help artists sell
their works in major regional and national markets, boosting their own and
the North Coast’s income and recognition.
The agency’s marketing efforts probably will begin in the San Francisco
Bay area, and ‘‘then whatever looks
promising,’’
Patek
said.
Texas,
especially Houston, is one of the hot“ national markets right now, he ad-

Commissions

from

The board has reserved Nov. 15 for
the election, Derden said.
According
to Mack, the election process will take about 30 days to complete. ‘‘The balloting will be by mail.’’
Both Derden and Mack seem confident their organizations will win.
**On this campus, I'll bet (CFA will)
win the faculty unit on the first
ballot,’’ Mack said.
But Derden said, ‘‘It isn’t a matter
of if (UPC will) win on the first ballot,
but by how much we will win .””
Both Mack and Derden concede the
possibility of a runoff election.
*‘In all likelihood, there will be a
runoff. A lot of people will vote ‘no
agent’,’’ Mack said.
Derden said, ‘‘If there is a runoff it

would
be in the

facu

nit.”*

°

If UPC wins all three units, a coalition bargaining strategy would be
followed, with all three contracts
iated together to increase the probability of achieving
the units’
demands, Derden said.
Should CFA win both its units, all
the contracts would be negotiated
separately. This will better represent
their members, Mack said.
According to Derden, UPC membership at HSU ‘‘broke 200 this summer.”’
CFA membership
at HSU is about
150, but with the afilliate organizations
of CSEA and AAUP, the total is about
185, Mack said.
He added the election’s outcome will
be determined by those who aren’t
members and those who cast undecided
votes.

©)
———

PHOT0a%,+SOUND

sales will fund

‘enti somnetione in the middie the agency. The CETA grant is only
still needs to for start-up capital, Patek said.
the month. The

nator and a
hire a market
secretary, Patek said.
70 area artists
are interested, Tee have net gutere any coe

sales have not
= Rates on commission
been set. Patek expects the agency will
negotiate the rates individually with
each artist.
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Twenty volunteers will ‘‘Go To Bat
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100 straight hours, breaking the cur-
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‘‘We hope to have our decision made

within two weeks,’’ he said.

§ The new city manager will take over

in November, Hauser said.

©1981 California Milk Advisory Board

Council’s

the

benefit

an

as ase”. CCU
>

for children and families, inservices for the prevention of

and neglect, assistance with

care payments

for

low-income

working parents and services for han-

or developmentally delayed
children.
Nine people, with one replacement
on the side, will play on each team.
The marathon will provide county
residents with an opportunity to help
prevent child abuse and neglect, according to Monica
Evans,
HCCC
Resource Center Coordinator.
‘‘Humboldt County is second only
to the town of Watts (located in the
Los
area) in the reported rate
of c
abuse and neglect in the

state,’’ she explained.

‘All the money raised during (the
marathon) will stay in Humboldt
County and serve our kids.”’

Those who wish to make a pledge
can call 443-9791.
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Electric carmoves disabled students
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Paul Frye of disabled student services demonstrates the new tram.
By Wayne Floyd
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Totel

long

Total

liabilities

tere

lisbilities

Fund balances

$2.59

ITI TITTIES

current

Long tera Liabilities
Mencurrent portion of notes
and contracts paysble
bemwlties
Weacurrent payables to other
funds
Other (epecify)

“Total Liebilities and
fund balances
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Outdoors
v

North Coast bays, beaches, canyons offer solitude
By Lewis Clevenger

variety of local Indian artifacts and other interesting collections, and the Old Town gazebo,
which sits in the middle of the renovated downtown
area.
To reach Eureka from HSU, drive south on 101,
or take the Humboldt Transit Authority bus to ihe
Fourth and E Street stop in Eureka.
Walk two
blocks north and you’re in the heart of Old Town.
Plan on spending the better part of the day
discovering all the sights.
In addition to Old Town, the Eureka Chamber of
Commerce offers a $10 tour which includes the Sequoia Park and Zoo, the well-known Carson Mansion and other Victorian-era houses, a boat tour of
the a
the Clarke Museum, Fort Humboldt
(where
lysses S. Grant was stationed as a captain),
and a family-style lunch at the Samoa Cookhouse
across the bay.
A few miles south of Eureka is the Victorian

Managing editor

If you’re new

at HSU,

here are some

places to

visit that just might make you forget the smog,
commotion and relentless sun of other parts of
California.
Luffenholtz Beach, one of the best places in
Humboldt County to spend leisure time, offers easy

king, restrooms, picnic tables and a scenic ocean

jookout.
Drive north on Highway 101 and take the
Trinidad exit. Follow the road under the overpass
and take the first left onto Scenic 101. A two-mile
drive takes you directly to the parking area.
Backtrack about 300 feet to find the trail to the
beach.
e Cove is a
marks,
For tans without strap
sunbathers
bold
less
es
w
also
that
beach
nude
who wish to refrain from taking off all their
clothes.
Again, take the Trinidad exit from 101, go under
the overpass, but do not turn onto Scenic 101. Instead, drive on until you reach the ‘‘Trinidad Bay’’
sign — turn right on Stagecoach Road.
Follow the road for about three-quarters of a
mile until you sée two boots nailed to a utility pole.
It’s a left turn here into the parking lot, and then a
quarter-mile hike down to the beach.

For beauty, peace and a restful visit, you must
visit Fern Canyon, about 8 miles north of the town
of Orick.
A large sign marks the turn-off from 101, and the
start of an 8-mile drive. Since the road is winding,
narrow, unpaved and one-way in many places,
please drive carefully.

village of Ferndale.

Small shops and huge, ornate

houses will interest even the most critical bargain
hunter and architect. The newly opened museum
on Shaw Avenue might also prove informative to
the visitor.

rs
Redwood
Park carving.
The canyon itself will seem
with ferns and trees lining its
several trails, varying from less
7 miles, allow visitors to enjoy
much exertion.

Stat photo by Wayne Floyd
like another world,
banks. In addition,
than a mile to about
the area without too

Closer to home, Old Town in Eureka offers the
newcomer small shops, the Clarke Museum with its

America sends its best.

Redwood Park, behind the HSU campus, offers
a chance to stroll among the giant redwoods, ferns
and other trees that inhabit this corner of California. Here one can lose himself in the splendor of the
forest without leaving his own backyard.
The park is accessible by foot, bicycle or car.
Travel east on 14th Street until it ends at the entrance to the park.
In addition to the trees and the solitude, the park
offers a playground area, barbeque pits, picnic
tables and Redwood Hall which can be rented for
private parties.

WELCOME

STUDENTS

TIMBERLINE LIQUORS
666 8th Street
Arcata, CA

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
Peace Corps Around The World
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Peace Corp volunteers are serving in
60 developing countries around the
world.
CONTACT:

Check our everyday low prices
on Liquor, Beer & Wine
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(IN VOLUNTEER SERVICE YEARS)

Bill Ferguson, Peace Corp Representative,
Rm. 130, Career Development
Center (Nelson
Hall West), HSU.

WE HAVE ALL BRANDS OF
KEG BEER ON HAND
Frank Santos, Mor.
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New coaches face big sports challenges
By Tim Helms
Staff writer
New blood is pulsing through HSU’s
athletic department.
Tom Wood and Eric Woolsey are
two new faces on the Lumberjack’s
coaching staff, taking the helni of the
men’s basketball team and the wrestling squad, respectively.
Both have big shoes to fill.

Woolsey takes over for Frank |
Cheek, who accepted the post of j

athletic director.
Wood replaces Jim Cosentino, who
wasn’: rehired despite an 83-54 career
mark here and a Far Western Conference title in 1979.

But Wood doesn’t feel any pressure.

**The only pressure I feel is pressure

Frank Cheek
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of both men’s and women’s divisions.
Cheek predicts some changes for the
athletic programs, but he wouldn’t
elaborate.
‘“*You’'ll read about them when they

happen,’’ he said.
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department has left Cheek as director

o-

portunity came.
“*If 1 didn’t make my move now, it
(the job) wouldn’t become available
for 10 or 15 years,’’ Cheek said.
Last year’s revamping of the athletic

ae

coaching,” Cheek said, ‘‘but the op-

“tear me up
“‘Emotionally,

.er

a

+

©

tutia

Wood said.
A
uate of South Fork on t
in Miranda, about 65
mi
south of HSU, the 33-year-old Wood
comes back to the area after eight years
as an assistant at Calif
State
Polytechnic
University,
San
Luis
Obispo.
The Mustangs averaged over 17 wins
a season and captured three conference
and two regional crowns during
his
stint there. Last year they finished
third in the NCAA Division 2 national
tournament.
Woolsey replaces one of the most
successful coaches in HSU history,
Frank Cheek.
The 24-year-old rookie coach earned
all-America honors in wrestling and
football while at College of the Redwoods and HSU.
Having served two years as an assistant to Cheek, Woolsey inherits a team
that has dominated the Far Western
Conference in recent years by virtue of
five straight titles.
**Winning the conference’’ would be
a successful season, Woolsey said. ‘‘l
feel we will place in the nation (Division 2).
‘*| wrestled for Frank and his
methods will rub off a little — but I'll
use some other tactics,’’ Woolsey said.
When Bud Van Deren stepped down
from his position as men’s athletic
director —
to concentrate soleiy on
football —
Frank Cheek knew the
time had come.
‘‘1 wasn’t
ready
to give up

“ae

I put on myself. I have certain standards and goals I want to achieve,’’
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Close to 7,500 students
register for fall classes
Approximately 7,500 students are
to enter classrooms here this
fal ,
an increase of 200 continuing
students over last year, Bill Arnett,

HSU r
, said.
‘‘Registration is going

The admissions

and records office

will be open for extended hours — 7:30
a.m. to 6 p.m. — today and Tuesday.
Arnett encourages new students who

given credit for putting in

in the computer center

must drop classes to do so within the
first five days, since no record will be
maintained.

long hours to convert programs,”
Arnett said.
:
He added the last day to late register
will be Tuesday.

One thousand freshmen will enter
this quarter, along with 1,500 transfer
and $,000 continuing students, percentages similar to last year, Arnett said.

and the

should be

smoothly,

Free bus service offered
By Chris Crescibene
Campus editor

In hopes of enticing students into the
night-bus habit, the service will be offered free during its first week of
operation this quarter.
Arcata & Mad River Transit System
buses will depart at 9:45 p.m. Monday
through Thursday from the HSU
library beginning Oct. 5, A.S. Vice
President Valerie Moore said. One will
go to Eureka and the other will go to

McKinleyville.

Both will stop ir Ar-

cata.

Prices after Oct. 12 for students with
discount tickets will be 15 cents for
those who get off in Arcata and 30
cents for those who travel
to Eureka or
McKinleyville. The cost for Arcata
riders without discount bus tickets will
be 25 cents and $0 cents for those
riding out of town.

pe
ab

Student bus tickets are available at
the University Ticket Office.
Moore said about 200 riders a week
are necessary to continue the night-bus
service, which will be subsidized
by the
campus parking fine fund. An average
of only 100 people a week used the service during spring quarter — the first
quarter of its operation.
A.S. President Jeff Lincoln said student government officers believed that
last quarter probably was not a ue
time to initiate the service. Students
— already in the habit of driving, he
But he said students may develop
new habits with the new quarter.
**People hopefully will get into the
niche of taking
the bus rather than
driving,’’ he
. ‘This is the quarter
to have an increase in ridership.”’
This quarter will decide the future of
night-bus service, Moore said.
“If it doesn’t go this quarter there is
not the demand,’’ she

A

€
Es

HSU EASTGYM 8P.M.

OPEN AT 7) SATURDAY,
OCTOBERIO $9.50 GENERAL $6.50 HSU & C.R. STUDENTS
UNIVERSITY TICKET OFFICE & UNIONTOWN HALLMARK
THE WORKS, EUREKA; MUSIC MART, FORTUNA
SHOP, ARCATA;

WELCOME

TO HSU!

THE HUB IS YOUR
CAMPUS

STORE ...

Featuring:

- Leisure reading
* Backpacks
‘Imprinted mdse.
* T-Shirts
-Art supplies
* Film
- Gymwear
‘School

supplies

- Study aids
-Lab supplies
* Many other items
* Plus all your
TEXTBOOKS
Services available:
Typewriter rental
Free gift wrap
Information Counter
Film Developing
You’re always welcome at the

Humboldt University
BOOKSTORE
_....ours:8-7 m-th

8-4:30 fri
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Bike licenses
required for
Arcata cyclists
By Steve Jaramillo
Staff writer
Bicyclists who ride the streets of Ar-

cata are required to have their bicycles

licensed, according to Arcata Police
Chief Joe Maskovich.
**A license issued anywhere in the E
state is acceptable,’’ he said.
Costing $6, a license purchased this
fall will be good until December 1983.
‘*The license involves a sticker that is
put on the bike with a number that is
easily

traced

by

computer,’’

Maskovich said.
The
state-wide
license program
Own
makes it much easier to track
stolen bicycles, he explained.
Funds from the licensing system for
bicycle
programs
such
as the
maintenance of bike lanes, Maskovich
said.
Citations will be issued to riders who ¢
do not have licenses for their bicycles.
‘*If we stop a bike for another violation, we look to see if it’s licensed,”
Maskovich said.
The Arcata Police
ment will line
work with Officer John H. West of the

campus police to make the license requirement known to students, he said.
Licenses are available at the Arcata
Police
ent, 736 F St., on Tues-

day and

nia

hid

Convenience, safety increased

Bicycle

Wednesday from 2-4:30 p.m.,

and on Saturday and Sunday from 8
a.m. to $ p.m.
By Steve Jaramillo
Staff writer

Campus
Briefs

The racks have
been installed ... for

handicapped students
said.
**We wanted it to be nice looking but
unobtrusive — sturdy but compact,”’

and may be obtained at ‘‘Time Flies’’
on the plaza and at the Environmental

Center, both in Arcata.
For

further

information,

write

Lawson said.

to

The new bike rack

Bill Brock at P.O. Box 181, Arcata, or
call

forms

822-4437

may

evenings.

be obtained

system was first

developed by HSU student Clint Lore.

Registration

from

to make it safe for the handicapped,”

the safety of

Tickets are $2 each or three for $5

installed

ial
115 of the racks will be held
back to determine, by student usage,
—
areas most need the additional
racks.
The racks have been installed not only for the convenience of bicyclists, but
also for the safety of handicapped
students.
‘*People have tied their bikes to handrails and posts. We installed the racks

SalTrans,
of, their expense,” Lawson,

Salmon ranching, the effects of
livestock on stream and
fishery
resources and stream rehabilitation
and enhancement will be discussed.

racks

“. a survey he es
pring.
West counted an
“—— on
pre pe each day.
recommendation was
to anal enough
on
racks to cover two to
four more bikes than we'd seen
as
the various buildings),’’ West

Humboldt State had 155 bicycle
racks installed this summer
and
students who fail to place their bikes in
them may face
citations, Don F.
Lawson, director of campus projects
and research, said last week.
A total of 270 racks, accommodating
$40 bicycles, will be installed by the
end of the school year.
**These racks were provided through

A symposium titled _Pospageien,
Enhancement and Rehabilitation of
Anadromous Salmonid Populations
and Habitat in the Pacific Northwest,”’
a
held at Humboldt State Oct.

Stall photo by Wayne Floyd

ak Wniniaiidtn abs ieeimcetnnineitiin,

ged a bike before he may find it
necessary to impound the bicycle.”’
Citations are a ‘‘tool of law enforcement’’ to gain compliance with an ordinance, West said, but he sees no pro— oe student
ation. ;
‘Students
are a special
breed of peommo intelligent enough to oo
use they understand the
s’’ of
the campus, West said.
Students who have recommendations on where additional racks are
needed should submit them, in writing,
to Don Lawson, 230 Nelson Hall West.

money...
sell

$

Lumberjack

Lawson said.

To insure the safety of handicapped
students, warnings will be issued to
See
ae oe
ee

advertising
Contact

“We
have no set time
ll give
established
as to how long we
warnings, if an officer knows he’s tag-

Gary at

826-3271

{

His plan was reviewed by Lawson,

the

Wayne

secretary in the Wildlife Management

ounds

office.

J.

and

Hawkins,

supervisor

of

services and

ohn H. West, university police of-

{

WASH HERE DRY FREE
D&J
LaunderLand
Valley West Shopping Center, Arcata
Hours:

7 a.m.-10 p.m.

wv : sh HERE DRY FREE
see

ee

108 rst., Ihe Calico Cat.

Eureka
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Street lights may dim to save energy
November to authorize it to collect fees from propay owners to Sen the cost of po light ng.
rotesting pro
owners apparently convinced
the council to abolish the pr
» as it voted
unananimously not to form the
district. Other
methods of keeping up with increasing utility costs
must now be researched, Hauser said.
Street lighting is expected to cost more than
es ca this fiscal year, according to city budget
igures.
Another facet of the issue is the financial burden
on the city’s budget to provide residents with what
some protestors called ‘‘an essential service normal-

By Karen Lyad
Commualty editor

In an attempt to cut back on energy consumption
in Arcata, the Arcata Energy Committee is considering a reduction in the use of street lights.
The issue involved isn’t just financially oriented,
Mayor Dan Hauser said in an interview last week.
‘*It’s conservation of energy.
‘*This is a real attempt on the part of the city to
cut back on energy consumption in all areas,’’ he
said. ‘‘Street lighting is just one part of it.’’
The controversy began with a proposal to form a

ly provided by local governments.”’

street lighting assessment district in Arcata. The

district,

if formed,

would

have

asked

voters

Councilmember Sam Pennisi told the crowd at a

in

mid-July council meeting that lighting
bills
determined by Pacific Gas and Electric
Co. and
the council, since the council is not responsible
controlling
utility costs.
Sugges'
at the meeting included turning

By Scott Ryan

Mahler,

Contract negotiations between the
Humboldt
Transit Authority and
union bus drivers are expected to
resume this week, according to Jerry
Clark, negotiator for the bus drivers.
Clark and Patrick Mahler, HTA
representative, had to abandon the
HTA bus driver contract in August,
when both were called to negotiate the
1981
Humboldt
County
public
employee contract.
Clark expected the county contract
completed by today, allowing negotiations to resume on the HTA contract.
HTA drivers have worked without a
contract since June 30, when their 1980
contract expired. Although the drivers
have no contract, Clark expects them
to remain on the job.
**I do not envision a strike at this
point,’” he said.
Initial negotiations opened with a
union request for a 15 percent wage increase, new
grievance procedures and

the

integration

of

three

employee

documents into one contract.
Current grievance procedures are inadequate and HTA wages are not up to
par with those of other union bus

drivers, Clark said.

“They are due for not less than a 10
percent rate increase,’’ he said.

of

Patrick

Mahler

certain hour.
**We’re taking a look at all areas within the
budget as to where savings can be made,’’ Hauser
explained.
AEC is expected to give its findings and
recommendations to the council within the next
month, Hauser said.
“*As soon as we get them, we’ll go from there.’’

and

Associates Personnel Management Advocates, San Francisco, declined to
comment

on

the

HTA

contract

negotiations.

HTA adds
airport stop
Travelers arriving at the ArcataEureka Airport in McKinleyville will
soon be able to catch a bus to town
from the terminal, Bob Burrowes,
Humboldt Transit Authority executive
director said last week.
The HTA has amended its route to
include stops at the airport, Burrowes
said. The new route will go into effect
as soon as schedules that list the airport
stops are printed.
HTA buses stop at Airport Road
near U.S. Highway 101, but there is no
service to or from the airport itself.
Connecting with a bus requires about a
one-quarter of a mile walk. This has
made life difficult for some travelers,
Burrowes said.
**If you’re over 60 (years-old) and
have seven suitcases, you’ve got a problem,”’ he said. An airport stop was
‘our biggest request’’ from the public,
he added

‘WELCOME BACK STUDENTS)
eFREE DELIVERYe

and Casual styles look anything
but old.
In fact, boots like this are the very latest
look in fashion. Probably because Frye boots
wear their heritage so well.

° 3-DAY SERVICE®

Rubber stamps save time and identify property.

Arcata Rubber Stamp

-\___calll

Co.

822-1143 between +10 p.m.__/

HAMM'’S
BEER
12 Pack 12 oz. Cans

$2.88
Save $1.11

13th & G St., Arcata
tive thru Oct. §.-

Frye boots have been benchcrafted since 1863, which
makes them America’s
oldest boots.
Yet Frye’s Classic, Western,

Buy your return address stamp ($4)
and get a $1.50 stamp pad free.
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selected lights and dimming all street lights after a

HTA, bus drivers
resume debate
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This le the first graduating class and temporary buildings of Humboldt Norma! School.

In 1915, there were 19 faculty and 78 students

Small classes highlight Humboldt .hen:
By Tom Leavitt
Copy editor

Hum

. The Normal School became
State Teachers’ College in

in between. A two and one-half
breaks
week Christmas break was the only ex-

Saaiine sae
am no
Be tuition,
room and board for $20 per month, an

and spent the 1972-73
year with
the name of California State University, Humboldt, before getting its pre-

In 1915, there were 19 faculty
and 78
students. The first —
— held in
temporary
at
Arcata

the fii rst classes began on ia 1914, and the first full school
Fong
from Aug. 2, 1915 to May 19,
There were ‘four separate terms of
about nine weeks, with three-day

tion for Humboldt Normal

1921, Humboldt State

estimated
book cost of $10 per year
=
a aeaalepee-avedant ratio of
In 1915, that was Humboldt State
Normal School.
Since then, there have been many

Conservation Energy...

in 1936

routine.
to this on
cepti

Sem ter tocutotde Viseaad attestwasons
from the 1913 state Legislature, and

amounted
to $10,000. This, plus
another $12,000, raised by Arcatans
and other northern Humboldt County

uthished in 1915.

to the first ceralog,

tion: $84,185. Seaman
amount was in
for the construction of buildings and the purchase of
equipment. The remainder was to he
the operating budget for the 1915-16
schoo!

Now You are the Power Plant

x Energy Conservation Devices and Lifestyles

* H.S.U. Dormitory Energy

* H.S.U. Conservation Efforts

« Net Energy

* Humboldt Co. Alternative Energy

% Conservation Relocate Program

# Campus Center for Appropriate Technnology

% Energy Technologies

Services"
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+ P.G.&E.
Girard, Campus Energy Conservation Representative trom P.G.&E-

| can helpUS Conserve energy and
1 Can help
yeu with anything
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Energy Efficiency Survey of your home.
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Fog-Horn
thur S. Gist, who was president of
trates yust how much, or little, Humboldt from 1930to 1950. CES was

times have changed:

**What do you do when kissed?

,,

Closed by the

coupoestne

“Would you yell if I kissed you?’’

‘No,

night!"

fornia

names
of all
to

I'm

.

In 1915, there were

and board to students (at $20 to $27
per

month)

were

required

demonstrate their ‘‘wholesome m

to

19 faculty and
78 students

still hoarse

from

last

Subscriptions to the monthly paper
cost 50 cents for one semester.

10 te

governor.

ure which was

cuts suggested by
—

\eison Hall was ready for occupa-

tion in the fall of 1940. At that time, it
was the only permanent dormitory on a

state college campus in California. 't
The first edition of The Fog-Horn
oe
ae
also brought news of the First COs
women
and 35 men. Double rooms
13, 1924. That

=

cost $6.50 a month per person, and the
monthly food cost was $13.
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HSU police controlroaming dogs on campus
Stall writer

The University
Police Department will
dogs found loose on campus this fall, UPD Lt.
JamesE. Hulsebus
said last week.
campus is i i'sone lay it’ commnieas aioe
an enclosed vehicle h or
oe iti
if it’s a guide dog (for the
The HSU
dog

oi

ifa
is taken to the city pound, it will cost $9
so kane Wade, he said.
The dog policy is being enforced because of
f loose‘ov made by faculty Ws and
ee

be impounded at the new facility at Cranston

" ‘it’s
vasaanmcan a something ‘sill witite
to have to work on,”’ he said.

“‘There is no change in the

By Steve Jaranillo

Public Diciiieiads

uiresa

to have a current license and prohibits the

fi
his dog and leaving it unattended. Animals are also prohibited inside any
university buildings, including
the dorms.

way of enforcing it now,”
eee
it yest, Boh gate
keeping
dogs found on campus.
<i
<

tas soe

. we just havea

ech

senna

louse.
Dogs can be retrieved by their owners at
Cranston House until the end of the day when
t
wae a
ee
°
’
“‘We contracted with the City of Arcata —

tna'ce providing this service (at no charge),”’

ee
een

Oe ote: xen

our
an jump on animal owners.”’

Hulsebus is confident students will comply with

the dog policy.

“1 think we'll see a voluntary decrease in the
number of dogs on campus,”’ he said.

Center demonstrates energy savings
Buck House. Glazing the building, and

By Maura Lane
Staff weiter
The

to
—
**We

installing the return air ducts, the ther-

Campus

Center

for

A

Technology (CCAT) is
worktrate a more energylifestyle to the community.
are trying to show people you

lif lestyle nee
anne t is gener
ow d
a lot, even
ly more labor intensive,’’
Scott Terrell,

mal mass and t
curtain are some
of the construction steps necessary.
The greenhouse should provide heat

for

the

house,

space

for

growing

plants, and an aqua-culture project.

Workshops to build the greenhouse

are

to everyone in the communi-

nted
Hetin si wor
Golanine wih m4 printed
i in
the

Oct

“We are trying to demonstrate that
it is important to live this way,’’ fellow
director Scott Monroe said.

-

com

the center’s three directors,

Every two
=
to the basement.
s, 7 turn the waste over, and in
a year, it’s compost you can use on
your plants,” Monroe explained.

one of CCAT’s directors said in an interview Monda y.

Monroe, Terrell and Kelly

Gillogy,

live in the

Buck House, trying to develop
a self-

—

lifestyle.

oe

quaerter’s main
of

ject is t

at the

a gree
|

iii

Ra

gman

16 edition

of the

Campus

privy is also being con-

structed this quarter.
‘*A com
privy is a toilet that you

don’t flush...you allow the waste to

To construct the privy, an airtight

seat needs to be designed and a
monitoring
system
needs
to be
developed.
Another project this quarter will be
the development
of a grey-water
system.
‘*A grey-water system is when you
take kitchen and shower water, filter it
and reuse it on plants,’’ Monroe said.
The center also plans to finish a solar
oven and to build a solar dehydrator.
The solar dehydrator ‘‘is a really
simple project that everyone can get involved in,”’ Terrell said.

The center is also working on projects to expose itself to the campus
and
the community.
A communications
committee has been formed, and a spring Energy Fair, class presentations
and tours are being planned.

““We like to show the university what
we are doing,”’ Terrell said.
Along with
these projects, the Buck
House will be the site for the lab work
done for classes in the new emphasis
ape
Appropriate Technology and

ngineering emphasis phase.

When CCAT was organized two and
one-half years ago, it was
a
Y.E.rs
gram for students interested i"

conservation.

Th¢y met to develop

plans and provide presentations.
In
fall 1979, Pie program began its
workshops in the Buck House, which
was then occupied by the alternative
education program, Cluster.
in June 1980, after the Cluster pro-

gram was dissolved, CCAT became the
only occupant of the house, and began
renovations,
including
re-roofing,

rewiring and repainting.
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Grievance

Committee findings undisclosed; Jones has position

By Leslie Lollich
Copy desk chief

of the decision to remove him from a
secondary teaching-service area.

Prof. Tom Jones still has a full-time
job, although Humboldt State University officials would not comment Monday on the outcome
of Jones’
grievance hearing of last spring.

A secondary TSA is an assignment
given to instructors so that they can
teach in an area other than their
primary TSA, Gillespie said.

Alba M. Gillespie, the university’s
representative in the hearing said the
grievance committee gave its recommendations to HSU President Alistair
McCrone on June 22. McCrone had 14
days to respond.

‘*He still has the opportunity to prove his competence in religious studies
and be granted the (secondary) TSA,”’
Gillespie said.

Gillespie said McCrone
‘‘didn’t
totally accept the committee’s recommendation.’’
McCrone then made his decision,
and Jones had seven days to file for arbitration if he did not accept that decision.

During the grievance hearings, Jones
said he believed he would be laid off if
his secondary TSA wasn’t reassigned.
_ He argued that the procedures used
in assigning the secondary TSA in
religious studies were correct.

In his testimony at five grievance
pert
May, Jones said his secondary
was approved in a ‘‘contract’’ signed by HSU Vice President
of Academic Affairs Milton Dobkin,
himself and Janice Erskine,
then
chairperson of ISSP.

Jones’ secondary TSA was removed
May 16, 1980.
“The university just claimed an error had taken place. No document has
been shown to me to show an error,”’
he said.

Jones, a tenured full professor, has a
primary
TSA
in_ interdisciplinary
studies and special programs. According to Gillespie, he is the only person
with a TSA in ISSP.

Gillespie said Jones has not been
served any notice of layoff but his job
is ‘‘in a position of insecurity because
of declining enrollment in ISSP,’’ and
that although he has tenure, there are
not enough courses to teach.

Jones was assigned a secondary
in religious studies on March 15,
but it was removed. Gillespie
Jones was granted the secondary
without
proper
procedures

ISSP was part of the Cluster program in the general education program, Gillespie explained.
The program had high enrollment initially, but
it has since dropped off; the Cluster
program has been dropped.

followed.

TSA
1979,
said
TSA
being

According to Gillespie, Jones asked
to have until today to file for arbitration.
If he does file for arbitration,
Gillespie said, the same _ evidence
presented at the grievance hearings will
be presented to the arbitrator.
Jones filed his grievance against the
university for what he termed personal
harassment. He also wanted a reversal
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Woodle
Sailors, dreamers

c

Picture life on a waterfront on a sunny

morning where both the idyllic and realistic

combine.
Overhead pelicans circle before diving for
fish. A young couple is preparing a sailboat

for a cruise. Three high school students,
unable to explain why they aren’t in class,

curse a boat whose engine won't start while
their fishing poles sit waiting in front of the
boat.
Tempering this is sound of outboard
motors, the smell of diesel fuel and the talk
of fishermen hard at work.
For all involved, just another day at the
Woodley Island Marina.
“I love it out here,’’ said Janice

Youngman, a Eureka secretary. *‘I bring my

lunch out here at least two or three times a
week. It’s really peaceful to be close to the
water and all the boats.”’
The marina is located on Woodley Island
in the Humboldt Bay between Eureka «nd
the Samoa Peninsula. Access is gained from
the Samoa Bridge.
“It’s a marina we can all be proud of,”
Jack Alderson, chief executive officer for
the Humboldt Bay Recreation and Conservation District, said. ‘‘It’s as modern a
marina as any in the world.’’
The harbor district, which operates the
marina, is a government agency separate
from county and city governments. }t consists of five elected officials, each from different geographic areas around Humboldt

Bay.

The purpose of the district is to develop
the shipping, commercial and recreational
potentials of Humboldt Bay while protecting
the aquatic ecology.
Alderson was appointed chief executive
officer by the Harbor District in June, 1975.
Although plans for a marina on Woodley
Island have been around for 45 years, actual
construction began in January, 1980 and the
official opening ceremony was held this summer on July 25.
The 237-slip marina was built to relieve an
overcrowded situation at the Eureka-owned
docks near the foot of Commercial Strect.
Humboldt Gates, a former commercial
fisherman, moved his boat from the city
docks to the new marina soon after its completion.

John Greydanus
Photos by Wayne Floyd
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‘*At the city docks the boats used to tie up
six deep,’’ he said. ‘‘If one boat started on
fire they would all burn. It’s also a lot deeper
over at Woodley Island. You have 20 feet of
water over there.’’
Not all fishermen are happy with the location of the new marina, however.
‘‘They couldn’t have picked a more inconvenient spot,’’ said Doug McCullough, a
commercial fisherman from Trinidad. ‘‘I’m
here (at the city docks) to do some repairs on
my boat. If I was over at the new marina I’d
have to drive into Eureka everytime I needed
anything from the hardware store. Here |
oo walk up the street, everything is so han-

Humboldt

is to develop
recreational
ile protecting

Jack Hardin, a visiting fisherman from
Oregon, agrees. ‘‘I’d have a hell of a walk
just to get a beer if I was tied up over at
Woodley Island.’’
Alderson, though, does not believe the
location is an inconvenience and stresses the
benefits of the new facility.
“‘The local people come first,’’ he said.
“‘The marina was built for them. I don’t
think there is any transportation problem for
the locals.”’
Fishermen moored at the marina and paying the $1.25-per-foot-per-month fee have
access to a two-ton capacity crane and a
fenced work area where nets can be repaired
and engines rebuilt.
Each slip also has an electrical outlet,
fresh running water and a bilge pump hookup, a new feature considering that, in the
Past, waste from a boat was often dumped
directly in the bay.

*“We have a marina that offers a lot of
conveniences to the user and also helps protect the bay.’ Alderson said.
Plans for the marina include construction
of a coffee shop and a restaurant, and the
relocation of the Table Bluff Lighthouse to a
spot near the north end of the island.
The

marina

is already

the

home

of a

22-foot copper statue of a fishermen built by
local artist Dick Crane.

The

statue

was

commissioned

by the

Fishermen’s Wives Association and
memorial to fishermen lost at sea.
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May offer leases in the future

Offshore tract dropped from sale
y Lewis
anagiag

Clevenger
editor

The

proposed sale of offshore oil
ong the California coast underwent major changes this summer, but
the Interior Department is still determined to offer the leases in the future.
Secretary of the Interior James Watt
nnounced last August he is withdraw‘ng four controversial offshore tracts

from

consideration

for lease until a

final legal decision is reached to deternine whether the Interior Department
must ‘‘make a determination of consistency with California’s Coastal Zone
Management program.”’
The decision was in response to a
Lawsuit filed by the State of California
against the sale of 31 tracts in the Santa
Maria Basin off the Central California
past.
In that case, Federal Judge Mariana
Pfelzer ruled the state had not had adequate opportunity to enter testimony
concerning the sale, thus the deal was
invalid. The federal government is appealing that ruling.
Watt said until a final decision is
‘reached through the courts any other
lease sales would ‘‘subject the government to unrealistically low bids and to
the prospect of long and expensive
court battles. The cost for American
oe
would be enormous.”’
origi
for leasi
OE

OT)

James Watt is
withdrawing four

controversial

tracts

| from consideration ...
| areas off the state's coast, offered by
Cecil Andrus (interior
during
President Carter’s term),
for five

a
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The oil areas in question are part of
a larger five-year plan announced by
Watt in July in which virtually all offshore coastal areas bordering on the
United States will be made available
for oil and natural
exploration and
drilling between 1
and 1986.
“The thrust of the proposed program is to accelerate the ex>lorations
of domestic oil and gas resources, and,
if discoveries are made, to make them
available to U.S. consumers earlier,”
Watt said.
_ The proneeel ones for oa ~~.
ings
over
the fiveF
en
would be nde ta 1982,
t in
1983, nine in 1984, nine in 1985 and
nine in 1986.

The schedule calls for 14 offerings in
the Gulf of Mexico, 16 off the coastof
Alaska, five in offshore areas of

California, six off the Atlantic coast
and one sale for those tracts which
were not bid on when they were first
offered.
As a background to all of this, Watt
has continued to express confidence in
the safety of offshore drilling operations.
“‘Every economic form of energy
production that is available to us involves some environmental _risks,’’
Watt said. ‘‘In that regard, offshore oil
and gas production in U.S. waters has
an outstanding record."’

Watt said the Santa Barbara spill,
which took place 12 years ago, was the
only ‘‘U.S. offshore accident involving

significant pollution.’’

Watt said there have been only two
spills of more than 1,000 barrels of oil
from offshore platforms in the last 10
years and these involved stored oil, not
**loss of well control.”’
For their part, local officials opposed to the lease sales cautioned the decision was only a temporary victory and
the government would continue its efforts to lease the offshore tracts.
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Student

Computer causes delays _ gets experience
By Joel Postman

in L.A. hospital

Accordi ing to Mild, the‘ conversion process is a

Gnesi writer

one, but the registration procedures are nearl

Although class schedules were not available Mon-

from
nurses Bonnie
Forty-three studentincluding

oe. He sald tie old computer is obsolete, The
new one, carrying a price tag of $3 million will pro-

the country,
across

Lang, a senior nursing student at HSU,

ming a bably be obsolete in a few years, too. The state has

day as promised, due to delays in
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For further information, student
nurses who will be seniors next summer
contact

226-4664.
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Arcata mayor may not seek re-election
By

Karce

Stu’!

Lynd

Within the next year, trauser expects

welter

Priority decisions within the next
are

what

Mayor

Arcata

Dan

lauser sees as essential for the city,
not seekee
ee
ing re-election in April, 1982. _
‘| am hopefully not seeking

re-

he said in an interview Mon-

—
ay.
‘+1y there are at least two people who

ve of the major programs,
ure su
If not, |
rather support them.
1 would
;
~~ run again."’

hen

April,

his four-year

Hauser

hopes

term

ends in

to get involved

with the parks and recreation depart-

ment or possibly city planning.

Plans to run for district supervisor
are definitely out, Hauser said.

to see improvements in
vation and a shift in power
2? —_

government,

ve

grams and issues deserve priority atten-

tion. That’s

_A major problem for the city, according to Hauser, is the lack of resident

participation.
‘*People

tatives

see

when

the California state school system
Now I don’t want to leave. I plan ta
retire here.””

Hauser said he was fortunate to find
a iob right out of college working as
for Fireman's
claims reoresentative

in twice a month. But we're (the coung
order :o represent the city. I may have
one or two nights home.”’

words or less

One of the issues Hauser sees as
most
prominent is energy conservaArcata Energy Commission
tion.
is looking for alternate ways to con-

serve energy, and hopes to submit a

report to the council within the next
couple of weeks, Hauser said.

‘I think energy issues are going to be | ; °
the most exciting
next few years,’”

to deal with over the *
he said.

resen-

**From there we can go to work on

up to

others like parks and recreation conser-

issue

vation and city ordinances.’’

_
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our hands are virtually tied.’’
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He still

holds .he same job.

cil) also on boards and commissions i

us as their

**So what we usually get is a minori-

ty of the residents attending the
meetings often. When that happens —
and local representation is one-sided, |

NIGHT BUS"
ERVICE
YOU WANTED IT!
YOU GOT IT!
NOW USE IT!

**] wanted to move as far away fro’

*‘In our case, normal circumstance:
wouldn’t even expect a mayor to com

a

comes up, so they don’t show
give their opinions,’’ he said.

Los Angeles as possible and still stay i

plained

why we need new opi-

nions.’’

rom Orange County.

_ Being mayor is Hauser’s part-time
job.
‘“‘The only thing we have close to
full-time mayor in Humboldt Count
is (Eureka’s) Fred Moore,”’ Hauser ex

isions are

to have to e mae about what the city

social scienc

insurance Companies.

rapid-

does and doesn’t do, and what pro-

uate, moved to Arcata in 1962 |

Fund

out of money

t

'=?

Hauser, a 1965 HSU

due to Proposi-

neta aero
“We're running

**] wouldn’t plan to run for supervisor at all,’’ he said.
‘‘Wesley (Chesbro) should
go for
one full term. Besides, | would neve:
run —
someone | agree with, or
frien
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Cosentino gone, basketball program faces query
By Bill Hennessey
Staff writer
Jim Cosentino,
HSU
basketball
coach for five seasons, has not been
rehired this
:
His
tion with the university
ended in June.
Public
Affairs
Director
Don
Christensen said he could not comment
on why the coach, who has ai: 83-54
career mark, was not rehired.
He also would not say whether an article that appeared in an April issue of
The Lumberjack, telling of possible

NCAA rule violations concerning two

players who performed

under Cosen-

tino, was a factor in the decision.

The

basketball

program

might be

ae on eo
an NCAA
nvestigation into
allegations.
The article stated that one player

who

performed

under

Cosentino

received units of credit for classes not
attended while another athlete got
money
from a local booster club in
violation of NCAA rules.
‘*It’s a personnel
matter,’’
Christensen said. ‘‘Unless Jim Cosentino chooses to discuss it publicly,
we’re (the administration) not at liberty to air the reasons his contract was
not renewed.’’

The

former

coach

brought

After consultation with the faculty
and Larry Kerker,
of the
division of health and
education, Academic Affairs Vice President
Milton Dobkin informed Cosentino
that he would not be reappointed to the
university staff for the
1981-82
academic year.

something HSU basketball boosters
had not seen for many
$ — a winning program. The ‘Jacks had suffered
through 13 straight losing
seasons, including records of $-21, 3-19 and 3-21
in the seasons prior to his arrival.
Cosentino responded by leading the
Lumberjacks to records of 11-15,
18-10,
19-9, 19-9 and
16-11. He
brought a share of the FWC title to
HSU in the 1978-79 season.
After the allegations appeared in
The Lumberjack, a fact-finding committee was formed to investigate the
the basketball program.

Probation may still be slapped on
the basketball program pending investigation by the NCAA, according to
Athletic Director Frank Cheek.
Cosentino is employed in Seattle by
Converse
Shoes,
according
to
Christensen.
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Fall equinox celebrated
with Northcountry fair
By Roy Kammerer
Guest writer

In what has become a modern Arcata tradition, storytellers, artisans and
musicians gathered on the Plaza Sept.
20 to help celebrate the fall equinox.
The eighth North Country Fair gave
artisans and musicians, who lack adequate outlets for their talents, a chance
to show their skills, Jerry Martien said.
Martien belongs to "Tne Same Old
People,’ the group which gathers yearly to organize the event.
‘It's been
two or three dozen peopie involved
over the years. But after a while you
notice the same old people tend to help
out,’’ Martien said of the name’s
Origin.
This year’s fair had over 100 booths
which lined the Plaza and offered
food, games, information, music, arts
and crafts.
There were storytellers and clowns
which circulated among the crowd.
Bands played during the affair which
ran from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Some
groups were veterans of previous fairs.

The variety of bands ranged trom
bluegrass,
yed by the
Kentucky
Boys, to the New England traditional
dance music of the Old Timers.
The day closed with what Martien
called the ‘‘funky country’’ music of
the Trinidad Stink Band.
“‘The question arises, what kind of
music do they play? Stink Music, that’s
what,’’ Martien said.
The Same Old People’s roots were as
a political group which opposed the
construction of the freeway through

.

Arcata.

The Fair was seen as a way of getting
ome to gather at the Plaza, Martien
said.
The idea, he said, ‘twas to make the
Plaza the place to be one day a year.”’

‘

Photos by
Kenn. Hunt

University
Dental Building
R.D. REIMERS,
General

/ WELCOME BACK ‘
STUDENTS

822-6106

only $14,500.

You

wee

can have s

1226 “B” St. Arcete

|

is only $87.50 per month. Call
and I’! help you find a way to

. . , DOROTHY

Crittenden
{o3e-4t92

830822

~~ ~«6—Vh|!|L:::t:*~=<“‘“
“ ‘C; }SS:*é
2 for the price of | special with coupon

finance.

Bring a friend
si

oe

iia

Mae

subscribe to
The Lumberjack

Welcome Students!

garden & pets and the space rent

REALTOR

Dentistry

“For your convenience”

END THOSE RENTAL BLUES
You can own a 3-bedroom,
1):
bath mobile in a rural park for

D.D.S.

tat
behind Hallmark
Shopping
mead
Deptine Center
heed
elas sf Acsciiiianahe

Uniontown
ane

$2.50
$1.50
$5

per quarter
each

additional
quastes

per year

Call 826-3259

or come to
. Nelson Hall 6

|

|

T

Arcata Family
Drug _

1

9:00 AM To &30 PM Mon. Thru Fri.

oa

9:00

AM

to G00

|

Wednesday, Sept. 30, 19The
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A Me A V
INN

PM Sat.

1080 G Street, Arcata

Health Club Memberships Now Available

822-2496

At These Low Rates:

ld

“] ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP, ADVANCE PAYMENT IN FULL ............... $190.00
(1 ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP, TIME PAYMENT PLAN’ ..............
$19.00 per mo.
QUARTERLY MEMBERSHIP, ADVANCE PAYMENT. ......
veces
ss $60.00

wie
E

I¢

[)
(]

E

MONTHLY MEMBERSHIP, ADVANCE
ADDITIONAL FAMILY MEMBERS...

22-1568

PAYMENT**
__.
:
ose».
$25.00
vs
eseeeeesssss. $15.00 per month each

Call 822-4861

| Phillip’s
Camera

ayes

TAKE IT

SHOPPE

823 H Street Shop
Arcata

$22-3155
T

|

QC

EM

Imprinted

CUSTOM
LETTERING

-

:

Sportswear

TRANSFERS
SILKSCREEN

PICNIC ITEMS
‘FREE

ICE

With $5.00 Purchase

Sequoia Auto
Supply
Student Discounts

on foreign and domestic car parts

Professional Service

Foreign Car Parts

at all locations
Arcata 809 otn st. 822-2411
Eureka 215 4th st. 442-1786

McKinleyville 2015 central Ave. 839-1786
MONE -B-5:90 + Sat 9-4
coe

on Most Makes
Parts & Accessories

|

STUDENT DISCOUNTS|
1049 Samoa

Bivd.,

ARCATA

Mon - Sat: 9-6 .-.

_ Sei bes

~
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icurean

Owner douses fire memory with restaurant rebuilding
By Steve Jaramillo
Sealt writer

Despite a fire that caused approximately $40,000 in damage to his
restaurant in Arcata, co-owner David

Azevedo

never

doubted

reopen
someday
Restaurant.

the

he

would

Epicurean

If everything stays on schedule, that

day should take place this week,
Azevedo said.
‘*The fire made me wonder ‘What
am I gonna do?,’ ’’ Azevedo
oo

ee

said.

to the
‘| was too committed
restaurant business to give up. You
don’t work at something for years and
give up just like that,’’ he said.

“The fire made me

‘What the hell

am | gonna do?’ ”

«ag

Azevedo took on the role of construction worker and put the restaurant
back together
n.
“This is the first building 1’ve built.
We had to
wallboards and
stuff in the back,”
some structural
Azevedo said.
In the course of the renovation,
Azevedo has learned how to weld,
frame a building and do some wiring.
**You have to be a jack-of-all-trades
in this business. Who can afford $30
igual for a repairman?” Azevedo
said.
Azevedo, who has been in the
restaurant business for five years, does
not particularly enjoy his line of work,
he added.
“It’s a lot of work and a lot of
responsibility, but you can’t go into
business and not expect to work a lot,”
he said.
Azevedo and a friend came to Arcata five years ago to work as partners
in running the
restaurant. Unfor-

_ ‘Now my mother (Elizabeth Jones)
is my partner,’’ Azevedo said.
Jones and Azevedo will reopen The
Epicurean Restaurant with a lunch and
breakfast menu. A dinner menu will be
—
in a couple of months, Azevedo
said.
The old menu has been changed very
little for the reopening.
“The addition of the espresso
machine is new and we've added a couple of new salads,’’ Azevedo said.
Their
homemade
biscuits and
omelets are popular breakfast items,
Azevedo said. The lunch menu features
sandwiches with names such as the
ener the Bogart and the Number

of running a business soon dissolved
the partnership and the friendship.

In addition to changes in the menu,
Azevedo wants to redecorate the ex-

tunately, Azevedo said, the pressures

Staft photo by Sophi Buetens

Epicurean owners Elizabeth Jones and Devid Azevedo take a break from repairs.
terior of the building to look as it did
when it was first constructed.
“*it was originally built in 1884 and
remodeled in the 1920s,”’ he said.
Azevedo has already redecorated the
interior with wood paneling and turnof-the-century decor.
Azevedo doesn’t think the year-long
layoff will hurt business.
‘“*Everyone will try us out at first,
then it’s up to us to do a good job,”’
Azevedo said.
You can’t please everybody, but we
should make it.’’
The Epicurean Restaurant is at 1057
H St. in Arcata. It will be open Monday through Friday from 7 a.m. to 7:30
p.m; Saturday from 7:30 a.m. to 7:30
.m.; and Sunday for breakfast only
ween 8 a.m. and | p.m.

Campus briefs
Humboldt State student discount
ticket books are available through the
Arcata & Mad River Transit System

for $1.50 for 10 tickets. Regular fare is

25 cents per ride..
Redwood Transit System has no
HSU student discount tickets, but a
book of 10 tickets can be purchased for

$5.

Regular fare for RTS is 60 cents

per ride.
Bus schedules are available from the
bus drivers, A&MRTS and RTS offices
and the Arcata Chamber of Commerce
in the Jacoby Storehouse.
Correct
change is necessary, as the bus drivers
do not carry change.

mad river 1uge
Rig Bills Got
You Down?
Pay them off

JAPANESE SOFA BEDS
ON THEM!
! SLEEP =
SIT ON THEM
——

——
>

futons

economical, comfortable, convenient

priced from S 50

ings you don’t
need. Use en
inexpensive

classified ad,

dozens of fabrics and colors - pillows to match

213°F'Street, Eureka 442-2091

9

wonder,
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New chief

~

Arcata’s new top cop chosen from within department

rot
tion

By William E. Adkins
Guest writer

=e
Arcata’s
Chief
of Police
Maskovich, a former Wildlifie

montnt major,oes

Gee

gee

*‘Most of our officers are ae
of, or currently attending
boldt
State University,’’ Maskovich said

ahr

Born in 1945, and raised in the San
Joaquin Te
ee rae attended
oO
uoias for two years
College
to Humboldt State
University in 1965. After three and
in the Army,

sane
his time balanci
selecting new
department, line which are
important responsibilities, he

Joe

official inla Tea.

ed toHSU.

-

*“We have two or three police officers

Maskovich

feels

that

California

peace officers are ‘‘better educated and
more professional’’ than their counterparts of yesteryear, and for that mat-

he return-

1971, he joined the Arcata police

department wile stl working
degree in aie,

toward
As the city of Arcata is not a major
area, Maskovich feels
his major concerns are both enforce-

which he ultimately obtai ned fs 1974"

ment of the law and the prevention of

‘ Last June, an ie ee
or a replacement for Manick
—

_—

‘‘Drunk drivers concern us quite a

bit, especially with the im
4
He
ye

on

people’s

they can

lives,’ Pe Maskovich

does not differentiate between
consumption and pot smoking,

with masters.’

ter, police officers of other states.
In

To offset this, the Arcata police
department will work this year with the
University Police
Department and
special field crime teams to aid in the
a
and apprehension
of
criminals

ae
it

Joe Maskovich as the

“Students make great victims,”
Maskovich said. ‘‘Often they come up
here to Arcata with an attitude =
they’re finally away from the a

‘These days, Maskovich - who holds
a masters degree in public administra-

that nothing can happen to them

Maskovich feels that marijauna is a

drug, like alcohol, which affects the
mind or ‘‘deadens it,”” lessening a per-

Maskovich said one a to combat
or suppress crime
is to
e the police
ment more accessible to citizens,
and especially to the young.
‘The primary cause of crime is a
poor self image,’’ he said.
‘‘Most weekends, we have youths
here at the station washing cars to
either help themselves
or their
organization.
We have a trained
counselor on the premises who —
unlike other departments — is not a
police officer. As a result,
we are getting quite a few walk-in people.’’

son’s normal control over himself.
He has additional concerns about
the influx of crime caused by local pot
production and marketing.

**It didn’t used to affect our crime
said.
year
of a home that the suspects thought
was a dealer’s residence.

here -

they become careless.’’

Merchants of Euphoric
JEWELRY *GIFTSeIMPORTS
SELECT SMOKING ACCESSORIES
ROCK 'N’ ROLL MEMORABILIA

Fool's Jooles
P.W.

507 H STREET
EUREKA
445-0321

CRUMP

Fretted Instruments

If you like
your ‘Calvins’
in cords...
we have
them.

© Fine guitars constructed
© Full range of repair and
customization services for
all fretted instruments
© Wood & supplies
for
instrument makers

Call Phil or Rick at 826-1164
Serving Humboldt County Musicians since 1973

CORDUROY JEANS from CALVIN KLEIN ...
te.

Quality styling and a classic fit in Tan, Charcoal, Burgundy,
Blue, Brown & Teal. Sizes: 4 to 14 — $49.00... available also

Wn

in your favorite denim styles... either way, see the colors

j

fate

Spirited Dining
rw

791 I _
thee

ee hrrata.CCalifornia (cepa herbals
~*@eeg

eeaeeer

and try the fit and you'll get roped in...

800 W. Harris, on the mall, Eureka 445-9379 MIRAJ
a

'

wp
ee

xe
ee be
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Budget
Continued from page 1
are the cause of the increase, Del Biag-

cost the state $1,751. Last year the
state paid $4,350
FTE. That increase is due to inflation.”’
While the upcoming ‘budget is
similar to last year’s, the influence of
Proposition 13 has gravely affected the
university since its passage,’’ Del Biaggio said.
‘There is no question we have lost
the ability to purchase supplies and
equipment since Proposition 13. For
example, right after it passed, Humboldt State lost $280,000 of its budget
allocation for the next year. We’re still
losing that much every year, too. That
reduction looks like it will continue
forever.”’
Though maintaining the next budget
at support levels comparable to last
year is assured, monies for new
proams and services have been drastical-

gio explained.

‘“*In 1970 the university’s budget was
$10 million. The difference between
that year and now is inflation.”’
To back up his point, Del Biaggio
pointed out that the number of fulltime
equivalant (FTE) units HSU has been
granted over the last 10 years has only
grown by 830 units, but the cost to the
state of those units has more than
doubled in that time.
(FTE’s are the means by which the
state allocates omy
colles es
and universities. One
FTE equals 15
units of instruction, which can be
broken down into one student taking
15 units or three students taking five
units each.)
**In 1970, HSU had $,700 FTE units.
Last year that number had
grown to
6,530. But 10 years ago one
HSU FTE

ly reduced

since

the

economy

grown tight, Shirley Messer, HSU
budget
officer, said.
‘“‘The campus has not received requested funding for special projects for
a couple of years now,’’ she said.
“This year we asked for 63 projects to

be funded at a cost of $2.4 million. The
state granted us funding for only one
project worth $50,000.’’
Messer
added
that
‘‘special
projects’is a phrase that deals with the
maintenance of such things as roofs
and campus roads.
Alistair W. McCrone,
universit
president, expressed displeasure wit
the cut in the faculty travel budget.
‘‘No university ever has as much
money as it wants,"’ McCrone said. “‘I
wish we had more travel money. It is
essential that the faculty be able to attend professional meetings.’’

has

McCrone added that the implementation of tuition is an idea gaining
strength every year.
‘The subject of tuition comes up at
CSUC meetings with increased frequency as the economy gets worse. A
uestion raised by those in favor of tuition is whether those who benefit from
education should pay more for it.
Another argument is that society
benefits from educated people and thus
—
provide its citizens with education.
“If initiating tuition meant saving
programs
and
keeping
services,
perhaps a modest fee would
be
reasonable. Maybe it will be a necessi= Maintaining the quality of education is most important.’’

Competitors fear shave in profits

Salon to open as ‘permanent’ fixture
By Leslie Lollich

Lindemenn’s office received five
bids for the phoop. He said he was interested
in what kinds of
'
edenhair- ders planned to aoe alae ae

Copy desk chief

wanna

us oo
®

HSU’s University

. ee

t

at in October.

t of those services.

Owners Karen Campbell and Chelby

Henry have been working on the idea
for about a year, Henry said last week.
“Our

favorite

clientele

were

the

students ... we liked to do their kind of
stvle."’ the 24-year-old stylist said.
Henry and 34-year-old Campbell
decided to open a shop near HSU but
were unable to find a suitable location,
she said.

They had given up on the idea about
the time they were notified that University Center wanted to put in a shop,
Henry said.
University Center Director Charles
Lindemenn said University Center sent
letters ‘‘to every hair shop in the county. We gave access (to space in the
building) to the entire hair-cutting
community.”’

Henry said rates at Campus Cuts will
be competitive with other shops in Arcata. For a shampoo, cut and blowdry, for both men and women, the

rates will start at $10.

Henry
and
Campbell,
both
graduates of Fredricks and Charles
Beauty College in Eureka, were awarded the bid in August.

Campus Cuts will also offer free
consultations. A person will be able to
come in and discuss changing his or her
hair style, Henry said.

rot and Campbell also plan to offer workshops to show people how to
do their own hair.
Campus Cuts will be
open 9 a.m. to
S$ p.m., Monday through
Saturday.
Henry said she and Campbell might expand their hours later.
They will take appointments, but
will also have time reserved for walk-in
customers.

There has been mixed reaction in the

community
campus.

because

the

shop

is on

4u1 Fifth St.

Jill Clements, owner of Valley West
Hair Care, said about 70 percent of her
customers are students.

Clements
said
she was
afraid
business ‘‘would take a great drop.”
However, Bev Dunham, owner of
Beverly's Hair Stop in Arcata said she
had no misgivings.
**Competition is the best thing in the
world for business,’’ she said.

You, too, can quit paying rent.
To find out how call:
Marcia Pattee Mayo
Invenment Counselor

an24476

Paanbaas Pragariics
Your natural choice in Real Estate.

kolDS

CS

FOOTWEAR
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The Arcata Co-op is a grocery store owned by community
people

(5000 strong!) who pool their buying power

ee

the foods they want at the best prices,

A

R CATA

to get

|

and then

*

share the profits of the business. Join us!

SS

:

|

Arcata’s Consumer Owned

|

Grocery Store

e@ Over 200 items in bulk bins
e Full service meat department
e International cheese selection

@ Local, organically grown produce |
e Freshly ground gourmet coffees
e Co-op Bakery whole grain
breads and goodies

|

e Excellent selection of

California varietal wines

e Bulk teas and spices
e Housewores

The Co-op encourages

reuse & recycling:
E__EIEE
Ee

-- You may bring large
grocery bags, bottles and
bags for the bins for your
$ on:

Own

reuse.

-- Recycle your egg cartons
and strawberry/tomato
baskets here.

‘
Quality

‘

|

-- We carry products in
returnable deposit bottles.

Food

. Consumer Information
. Competitive Prices

|

ANYONE CAN SHOP
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ACADEMIC
ACADEMIC

AFFAIRS, Siemens Hall (1)
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL CENTER,

E4

Svemens Hall (1)

4

AC ADEMIC SENATE, KIBRARY (41)
ADMINISTRATIVE AND DEVELOPMENTAL AFFAIRS,
Nelson Hall West (14)
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, Nelson Hall West (14)
ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS, Siemens Hall (1)
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, Siemens Hall (1)
Al DEN HALL (69%)
ALUMNI OFFICE,
Siemens Hall (1)
ART COMPLEX (2b)

co

FULKERSON RECITAL HALL,
GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT,

bs
Ds
£6
£4
bo
14
7

ART DEPARTMENT, Art Complex (2b)
ART HOME ECONOMICS BUILDING (2a)
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS, Neton Hall ast (45a)
ATHENAEUM, University Center (45b)
ATHLETICS, East Gym (24a)
BAIOCCHI HOUSE (37)
BAL ABANIS, CREATIVE ARTS COMPLE \ HOMER P
BEARD AND CABLES HOUSE (67)
BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES, SCHOOL OF,
Gat

FOUNDATION, HSU, University Annex (72)
FOUNDERS HALL @)
:
FUNGAL GENETICS STOCK CENTER, University
Annex (72)

LABORATORY,

PUBLIC

FISHERY

UNIT,

CALIFORNIA

1 van House (86)
FORBES. PHYSICAL
ORFIGN
Ld]

LANGUAGE

HOME

home STR) BUT

ECONOMICS

EDUCATION

DIVISION

OF,

INDIAN

(42)

DEPARTMENT.

Av

Home

Economics
cul
C4

EDUCATION

PROM

I

Spidell House (45)
INDUSTRIAL

pil

ARTS

DEPARTMENT.
INSTRUCTIONAL

AND

TECHNOLOGY

JOURNALISM

Jenkins Hall (7)
DEVELOPMENT

¢

iy

AND

tw

G4
tia
(62)
Bret Marie

(32)

Scieme 4208)

1 YMAN HOUSE (84)
MacGINTIE 1 ECTURE HALL Science 196 4b)
MADRONE HALI (6)
MAPLE HAI 1 (65)
MARINE ADVISORY EXTENSION SERVICE
Commercial Sireet Whart, Eureka
MARINE 1 ABORATORY, Trimdad
MARY WARREN HOUSE (1)

RESOURCES,

OF.

SCIENCES

PACIFIC SOUTHWEST FOREST
EXPERIMENT STATION

Gs

Gin

Gy
GY
c*#
is
£4

SERVICES

Hadley

LEARNING

SAILES

(46)

Db?

CENTER

House (56)

Cr”

SPECIAL SUPPORT PROGRAMS, Netuw Mall fast i48ar
SPLECH
COMMUNICATION DEPARIME NT
Telonicher House ($4)
SPEECH AND HEARING
CENTER, Gor Halli)
SPIDELE HOUSE (85)
STARE COUNCIL OFFICE, House 4*

ts
D«
4
Dil
Ca

STUDENT SERVICES, OFFICE OF DEAN FOR,
Nelson Hall East (4Sa)
HALL

os

(61)

d3

HALL

Das
ts

(64)

F2

ta

FISH

AND

WILDLIFE

SERVICE

DING

HTD

ts
bas
Es
Das
ts

STATION

as
es
i.

WARREN

HOUSE

House (9)

4s
Hr

(18%)

11s
(*%
DEPAK

IMENT

Natural Resources Sciences Building (40)

WERNER
IN

WEST

GN
FA2

140)

'¢

Ds
ts
10

DUPLEX

(48)

GYM Q4a)

ta

fis
He

WILDLIFE
BUILDING Gt)
WILDLIFE FACILITIES (44)
Wil DLIFE MANAGEMENT DEPARTMIENT
Wildlife Building (11)
WOMEN'S STUDIES, HOUSE 45
YOUTH EDUCATIONAL SERVICESOY toy

Hin
Hii
HO
c#

Hagoman House (91)
ZOOLOGY . Scence

Compiles (1b)

Cc.
rr

RANGL

PEER
COUNSELOR SERVICES, Nelvon Hall Bast (4$a)
PEITHMAN ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, ROSCOE
Scrence OC)

founders Mall

Fis

SCIENCE, SCHOOL OF , Science Comptes (4a)
SCULPTURE LABS)
SHIPPING AND RECEIVING, Plant Operation, Bldg
SIEMENS
HALL, CORNELIUSH a)
SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY AND SOCIAL
WELFARE
DEPARTMENT, Library S414),

WALTER

Forestry

BUI

AND

D7
DEPART.
F-12
Ds

(im

NELSON HALL FAST (4%a)
NELSON HALL WEST (14)
NURSING DEPARTMENT, Gist Hall (24)
OCT ANOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT, Wiidtite Building (11)

Dat
16

1 ibrary 33441)

Ga, b,c)

WARREN HOUSE (SH)
WATERSHED MANAGEMENT

SCHOOL

De
8-10

22d, 22e)

(99)

COMPLEX

VETERANS APEAIRS, Turner
WAGNER HOUSE (7)

RESOURCS, McMahan Hou.c (m0)

RESOURCES

22.

VAN DUZER THEATRE, JOHN. Language Ars Hidy

Building (40)
NATURAL

SCIENCE

US

Library 14th

MUSIC
COMPLEX (8b)
NATATORIUM, Forbes PE Compiles (240)
NATIVE AMERICAN CAREER EDUC ATION
NATURAL

STUDIES DEPARTMENT

(21, 22a, 226.

Walter Warren House (48)
UPWARD BOUND, Warren House ($3)

MiMAHAN HOUSE (80)
MUSIC BUILDING a)

NATURAL

514
bs

(oy

APARTMENTS. Counseling Center (71)

DEPARTMENT.

Cranston House

TICKET OFFICE, Nelson Hall Wes (14)
TURNER HOUSE 119)
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES. Siemens
Hail 11)
UNIVERSITY ANNEX (72)
UNIVERSITY
CENTER (480)

THE, University Cemter (4%)

MATHEMATICS

£4

TELONICHER LABORATORY FRED, Marine Laboratory = M42
TESTING CENTER, Neton
Hall West 114)
p<
THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT, | anguage Aris Building

1 1RBARV ISI)
CONT.

OF,

RELIGIOUS

TAN OAK

KARSHNER HOUSE (47)
KIOSK 144)
TANGUAGE 4R&TS BUILDING (10)
LANPHERE 1 ABORATORY, WILLIAM.
TEWIS MEMORIAL
JOHNH
LITTIL

D-le
Es

E-12
Es

SUPPORT SERVICES, University Annes
i 72)
SWEET SHOP, Lawersity Center (98h)

Mouse

192)
HOUSE

(9)

Comer (4$b)

HALL (6)
MANOR APTS,

SUNSET

DEPARTMENT.

University

REDWOOD
REDWOOD

SPECIAL

MEDIA SERVICES, Gist Halla)
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES AND SHECTAL
PROGR AMS, DIVISIONOF Library 41)
JENKINS HALL (7)
JENKINS HOUSE (WH)
JENSEN HOUSE (94)
JOLLY GIANT COMMONS
JONES HOUSE (90)

SAFETY, DEPARTMENT

SCHMIDT HOUSE
Gs

(43)

TLACHER

BUILDING

RESOURCES PLANNING AND INTERPRE TATION
MENT, Natural Resources Sciences Burlding 140)
SAFETY ‘OSHA, Nelson Hall West (14)

t+

HOPKINS HOUSE
HOUSE 46

C4
4
cs
ii
4.10

DING IS)

(91)

Qa

COOPERATIVE,

DEPARTMENT.

HOUSE

HISTORY DEPARTMENT
, Founders Hall (6)

KANE

EDUCATION COMPLEX, JOSEPHM.

44)

HEALTH CENTER, STUDENT
HEMLOCK HALL (67)

?
t4
Cut
9
t4
&-12
Ca
G?
Gs
Ba

TRANSPORTATION

(43)
RATHSKELLER,

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
West Gym (24d)

t-1
ae
ba
14
Fi
G
G?
ca
Has
cs
wa

BI

AND

(30)

bs

CEDAR HALL (70)
CERAMICS LABORATORY (74)
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 1 ABORATORY (41)
CHIL DREN'S CENTER OFFICE,
Jensen Houw (96)
CHINQUAPIN HALL (64)
COMPUTER CENTER, Engincering Burtding (26)
CONFERENCE CENTER, Jolly Guant Commons (62)
CONTACT, Warren House (51)
CONTINUING EDUCATION, Graves Annes (4)
COUNSELING CENTER,
Little Apr (71)
CRANSTON HOUSE (43)
CREATIVE ARTS AND HUMANITIES SCHOOL OF,
UT anguage Arts Buikding (10)
CYPRESS HALL ($1)
DAVIS HOUSE (41)
LAST GYM, Forbes
PE Complex (24a)
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
, Siemens Hall (1)
EDUC ATION DEPARTMENT, Griffith Hall 14)
E.0.P AND SPECIAL SERVICES, Hadicy House (4)
ENGINEERING BUILDING 126)
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT, Founders Hall (6)
ETHNIC STUDIES, Wagner House (73)
EVERETT READING ROOM, HELEN ADDISON,
Library (41)
FIELD HOUSE , Forbes PE Compiles (24)
FINANCIAL AID, Breto House (93)
FISH HATCHERY (99)
FISHERIES DEPARTMENT, Wildiife Burtding (11)

POWER

(25)

HAGOPIAN

t

G10
D146
Gs

ANNEX

E

163)

PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT, Griffith Hall (4)
PUBLIC AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF , Seemens Hall 1)

HADLEY HOUSE (56)

bs

HALL

PRESIDENT'S OFFICE, Siemens Hall (1)

S$. (23)

GREENHOUSE (29%)
GRIFEITH HALL, HARRY

CENTER, Ncton Hall Wewt

(4)

H., Jenkins Hall (7)

WOOL

PERSONNEL OFFICE, University Annes (72)
PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT, Siemens Hall (1)
PHYSICS AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT,
Science Complex (3a)
PLANT OPERATIONS
(46)
POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT, Founders Hall (6)

GRAVES HOUSE

GRAVES

BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT, Science Comptes (3b)
Go
BOOKSTORE , University Comer (45b)
s
BOTANY DEPARTMENT, Science C ompies (1b)
Ga
BOX OFFICE, John Van Duzer Theatre (10)
7
BRERO HOUSE (93)
C4
BRET HARTE HOUSE (52)
ne
BROOKINS HOUSE (14)
4
BUCHANAN ROOM, KATE, University C enter (48h)
4
BUCK HOUSE (97)
Gat
BULLENGALLERY, REESE, Art Comptes (26)
7
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION DEPAKIMENT,
Sremens Hall (1)
16
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS, SCHOOL OF , Sicmens Hall (1) E46
BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEMS DI PARTMENT,
Sremens Hall (1)
4
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, University Anes (72)
Dis
CAFETERIA, University Center (456)
ts
CAMPUS PROJECTS AND RESEARCH. Nehon Hall West
CAREER DEVELOPMENT

7

Gs
Gs

GRADUATE OFFICE, Siemens Hall (1)

te

(4

GERRISH

GIST HALL, ARTHUR

7
ts
ts
s
' 9
fs
7
bay

Hal QY

Founders Hall (6)

ELECTRONICS

Dis

CHARLESE (ab)
Founders Hall (6)

GEOLOGY DEPARTMENT,
HOWARD

PEPPER

iu
t<
E..
ay

NOW IN STOCK
<@

John Irving
HOTEL NEW HAMPSHIRE
John Updike
RABBIT IS RICH
Joel Garreau
NINE NATIONS OF N. AMERICA
Wesley Marx
THE OCEANS
Frank O’Connor
COLLECTED STORIES
Doris LEssing
SHIKASTA
Italo Calvino
ITALIAN FOLKTALES
Kevin Crossley-Holland
NORSE MYTHS

$15.50

$13.95
$14.95
$13.95

$20.00
$4.95

$9.95
$6.95

NORTHTOWN BOOKS
957 H STREET ARCATA
822-2834

says
Welcome Students

and Faculty!
Congress of Faculty Associations
means responsible and responsive

Welcome Back!

representation in collective bargaining.

Haircut Special for HSU
Students

VOTE CFA!

Men $7.00 Women $9.00
See Cindy & Joyce at Arcata Hair Shop
877 9th St. (Next to Marino’s) 822-3912
000000
OOOOH OHOOHOOHOOS

OOOO

OCHCOHOOOCEESE
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Mexican art kicks off exhibitions

By

Jenny

facade.

Brown

Eatertalament

Each village would usually hold one

editor

An exhibition of Mexican masks and
weavings will initiate this year’s Reese
Bullen Gallery season.
A selection of 18 masks, assembled
from findings in remote areas of Mexico by Donald and Dorothy Cordry,
have been lent to HSU by the Lowie
Muszum
of Anthropology at UC
Berkeley.
Cordry tived ir. Mexico for 40 years
and -pert most of his time there researching the lives of Mexican Indians. He
discovered the masks in Guerrero, a
small town in central Mexico, in 1935.
Wood is the primary material used
to make the masks because of its comparative durability and availability.
Other materials, such as iguana skin,
horse hair, bone, and silver were also
utilized.
The masks were primarily used in
various dances. A mask hid the individual’s own ys
and soul
from the people around him and
replaced them with the desired attributes and characteristics of the

‘*fiesta’’ (party) a year. During these
recruited,
fiestas dancers would
trained and masked. The themes of the
fell into five categories:
dances
historical, Christian, occupational,
nature-related and entertainment
oriented.
The meaning of the masks have been
forgotten by all but the oldest
tribesmen, Cordry discovered in his investigations, so it is up to the imaginato determine the
tion of each individual
of each mask.
particular meaning

A collection of

Zapotec

weavings

also be featured in the Bullen ex-

—

t.

the
from
come
weavings
ec Indians who live in the small
vi
of Teotitlan. The Zapotecs have
woven for centuries and their work is
well known and praised all over the
world, Martin Morgan, the curator of
the Reese Bullen Gallery, said.
Both collections will be on exhibit
from Oct. 14-Nov. 11. and can be seen
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5
The

p.m. and Saturdays

10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Musements
HSU debuts student films
By

Jenny

Brown

Eatertsiament

editor

Two student -produced films open
the theater arts depar:ment show this
year, Charlie Myers, HSU theater professor, said in an interview.

“Effie,’’ which was produced last
year, and ‘‘Somebody’s Killing Raymond,”’ by Philip Middlemiss (who
also wrote ‘‘Effie’’) will be shown in

the Gist Hall theat :r October 10 and 11

ag
Ph

pr-act

plays are

also

part o f

the

Bk oe Rd this year.
*‘The one-acts have been very low-

key in the past,” Myers said. ‘‘I’d like
to emphasize that we're always looking
for original scripts; you don’: have to
be a theater st ; tt.
si
* Alco.

~ Intof people

like

to act

these piays can give noi: theater
a terrific chance to do that.”
The one-acts have some advantages
over the main bi!! shows, Mvers said.
“There is relatives uiiue pressuie In

these plays, ' ine sad.

‘They. don’t

have the amount of pressure the mail.

bill attractions do, the audiences are
primarily students and are less harsh
and critical and there is less rehearsal
time involved.
** It’s not a closed system by any

means. The auditions are open and are
—

This mesk con Ge saan in Recoe Bullan Gekery.

Mojos: Arcata’s new nightspot

outside of the theater arts of-

The
onc -acts have not been chosen
for the rest of the season, Myers said,
but three more are scheduled for the

By Michelle Butcher
Staff writer

Wie
conte production for or the
main bill
is Moliere’s ‘‘Tartuffe’’ and will open in November for

The Red Pepper nightclub in Arcata
closed its doors this summer, but has
recent!
Mojos.

twa

"

weeker

te

people consider it a ‘religious

hypocrisy,’ '’ Myers said. ‘* In the play
a priest moves into a house, tries to
seduce the wife and is eventually
cuugnt
by ine nusbana. in a way you
- d say it’s a traditional comic situa-

Much of the theater department of-

—=
totally student produced.
=
students write, direct and pro-

duce

plays,’”’

Nancy

Lamp,

theater

Gepartment chairperson, said in an interview. ‘‘A number of students write
plays, and our master of arts program
does include directing.’’
The department has begun to branch
out into other areas as well.
**We’ve now become a semi-dance
department, with the addition of a fulltime dance instructor to the faculty,”’
Myers said.
Jazz-tap, folk, and modern dance
are some of the classes offered. These
classes fill up very quickly and would
be very difficult to add, Lamp said.
**I think the theater department has
a very well-rounded year ahead,”
Lamp said.
Some of the other highlights for the
year are a joint effort with the music

department in the production of a pup-

pet opera, and a special play written by
Georg Buchner called ‘‘Woyzeck.’’ Its
production at HSU will be the first
adaptation of the play into English.

from the 18-and-under age group.

"We.oor manager ofthe

some
new
. recently
of the new ideas the management
has

of months is diverse, an attempt by the club to
to different
musical

Wiley

and

en

pointed out that

mment

tastes.

ormers in

the
few weeks will range from
blues guitarist Albert King (who pla

the club’s

opening on September

26),

to the Mason Dixon Band and even ex-

otic male dancers.

Wiley
said the management wants to
avoid the stigma of being a teen ‘‘hangout.’’ Thus, they are enforcing an
18-and-over age requirement. But the
nightclub is planning a weekly minors’
night to alleviate some of the pressure

of events, Mojos’ achievenemt of sucPay oe
be too difficult or too
ar off.

Frampton to perform at HSU

Peter
Frampton,
whose
‘Frampton Comes Alive’’ album sold
over 8 million copies, will perform a
concert on Saturday, Oct. 10 at 8 p.m.
in Humboldt State’s East Gym.

Frampton achieved national status
in Britain during the 1960's with the
Herd and Humble Pie. He has i eleased
six albums since going solo. His album,
“I’m In You”’ provided him with three
hit singles — ‘‘Show Me The Way,”
‘“‘Baby I Love Your Way’’ and ‘‘Do
You Feel.”

Tickets for the concert are $8.50 for
HSU and College of the Redwoods
students and $9.50 for general admission. They can be purchased at the
Uniontown
Hallmark
Store,
the
University Ticket Office, and Barnes
Drugs, Arcata; The Works, Eureka;
and Music Mart, Fortuna.
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Christmas puppet opera offered by music department
pu

By Jenny Brown

Entertainment editor
The one-act opera ‘‘AmahI and the
Night Visitors,’ in which puppets will
be used instead of actors, will be one of

the music department's fall quarter of-

ferings.
‘*It’s an unusual way to do an opera,
but I think it will work well,’’ Jim
Stanard, Humboldt State music professor, said in an interview.
The opera, which will be performed
in December, will be a joint venture of
HSU’s music and theater arts departments, he said.
**Music students will do the singing,
and theater students will control the

”

t's a Christmas qoute with typical
holiday storyline of the Magi’s visit to
the baby Jesus, Stanard said.
For students whose musical interests
lie in areas other than opera, the inusic
department offers other classes, performances and groups.
Humboldt State is different from
other universities because it offers the
non-music major a wide variety of
music classes, Stanard said.
‘*We offer a music theory class for
non-majors. The basics of music, such
as learning how to read music, are
taught,’’ Stanard said.
class can be valuable to the student who has learned to play music by

sending.

sight

he said.

There is also a good balance of voice
instrumental classes offered
and
the music department, he addoo

ty) fascinated with.’’
Musical events such

as

student

recitals, chamber music and vocal and
jazz group performances will again
take place, he said.
‘‘We are offering guitar classes this
‘*Each quarter the music department
quarter, which is something we've puts out a schedule of events, but it’s
never done before.”’
not out yet. It takes a couple weeks for
There are changes in the music things to settle down
and come
department
faculty this quarter, together in our department.”’
Stanard said.
The highlight of the spring season
‘‘But there are some new faculty
members. We have a visiting music will be the one-act opera, ‘‘The Tales
history professor (Scott Devo) who is of Hoffman.”’ A few roles for this
an expert on African music, and while opera are still uncast, Stanard said.
“*There’s a lot of work to be done on
he is here we are going
to take advantage of his knowledge in that area. It’s these productions, so we need to get a
something that we're (the music facul- head start.”’

Sightless:
By Steve Jaramillo
Stat? weiter
Blues, eee and folk music will fill
the John Van Duzer Theater when Doc

and Merle Watson perform there Oct.
9.
The
father

two guitarists perform as a
and son team, with the Doc

od

lerle plays second guitar and

in most of the picking while

10.

hie music
has vision
tion which played concerts from the
Grand Ole
Opry.
By the 1
Watson was popular
with audiences in western North
Carolina and eastern Tennessee but
unknown to the rest of the nation until
he was discovered by folklorist Ralph
Rinzler in 1960.
Watson
on the national
scene in the early 1960’s as the folk
music movement was gaining force
throughout the country.
The Watsons will perform at 8 p.m.

The elder Watson was born in 1923
in rural North Carolina. Blind since he on Oct. 9. Tickets are $7.50 for general
was three months old, Watson is a self- admission and $6.50 students and can
at the University Ticket
taught musician who has been playing be ears
Office
and
Uniontown
Hallmark in
guitar since he was 12.
;
Watson’s predilection for folk music Arcata; The Works and Windjammer
came from listening
to his parent’s Books in Eureka; Music Mart in Forrecord collection and a local radio sta- tuna; and Singing Salmon Music in
Garberville.

THE SPROUTED

SEED

Vegetarian Cuisine
Breakfast

: Lunch

Monday—Friday

: Dinner

7 a.m.—8 p.m.

Starting Sat. Oct. 10 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Starting Sun. Oct. 11 Brunch 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
1604
G Street

Arcata

822-0360

NEW & USED INSTRUMENTS
ACCOUSTIC & ELECTRIC GUITARS

eToK
YAMAHA

maxell
JVC

WE ARE A DEALER FOR MARTIN,
GUILD, OVATION, IBANEZ, TAKAMINE,
EPIPHONE, HOHNER, YAMAHA, ETC.
WIDE SELECTION OF HANDMADE
CUSTOM INSTRUMENTS BY WILDWOOD,
CRUMP, OSPREY AND MOONSTONE

REPAIRS —— RENTALS —— LESSONS
We also feature a large selection of music
including
rock

piano, instrumental,
folios,

‘n’ roll,
jazz, fiddle,

bluegrass,

Before you buy stereo equipment anywhere else —
Spectrum where every system is price guaranteed.

visit
You

won't find a lower price anywhere in California.
etc.
“

.

1027 "I" St
Arcata
Between 10th
& 11th Streets
822-6264
303

Sth

Street,

Eureka

442-4462
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Allman Bros. in concert at HSU
The Allman Brothers will
perform in.
Humboldt State’s Redw
Bowl on
Thursday, October 1, at 6:30 p.m.
Over the years, the band has hadexperienced changes that have been both

tragic and positive. But through these

changes, the oe. Ne managed to
stay at the top of the rock world.
Allman Brothers’ newest album,
‘Brothers of The Road,"’ exemplifies
the
p’s ‘‘progressive’’ instrumen- cin, and ls musical basis in the
ues

Preceding the Allman Brothers in

—Pand
the twilight concert will be the Mason
Dixon and Durango bands. Tickets are
$10 at the door and $8.50 in advance,
and can be purchased at the University
Ticket
Office,
the
Uniontown
Hallmark Shop in Arcata; Windjammer Books and The Works in Eureka;
the Music Mart in Fortuna; Singing
Salmon Music in Garberville; The
Squeeze Box in Crescent City, and
Music North at the Mt. Shasta Mall in
Redding.

GET
CRAFT SUPPLIES
INDIA GAUZE

BASKETS
WICKER FURNITURE

GOURMET FOODS &
COOKERY
POTTERY

BEDSPREADS

INVOLVED!!!

er
LANTERNS

-Imports-

INCF NSE

1st @ E Old Town Eureha 9 ®UCS

THERE ARE MORE THAN 35 UNIVERSITY
AND ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
COMMITTEES THAT NEED YOUR IMPUT.

-Toys TooArts & Lectures
Student Judiciary
Energy Conservation

Educational Policies

*4.59

*6.76

Univ. Curriculum
Affirmative Action
Academic Senate

YOUR PARTICIPATION IS ESSENTIAL FOR
AN EFFECTIVE STUDENT VOICE IN
CAMPUS ISSUES!
INTERESTED?--CONTACT
A.S. President Jeff Lincoin
Nelson Hall East 111 or 822-4221

Humboldt

8:00-7:00

University Bookstore

M-TH

8:00-4:30

F

Visiting Artist

TOGETHER:
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—Humboidt eee:

, $2.

“Ettle’

and

‘Somebody's

Kiting

Raymond,”
Oct. 10 and 11, 8 p.m., Gist
=S.5
through June, 1982,

“A Soft Pair of Shoes,” Thur., Oct.
p.m., Blue Moon Cafe, Arcata, $.99.

“Tribute,” through Oct.

HSU Library.

1, 7:30

18, Wed.-Sat., 8:15

p.m.,
Sat. and Sun., 2:15 9.m., Ferndale Repertory Theater, Ferndale.

a Sun.,

Uct.

reading by Ed Ward,

plus “Artists in Portrait,” a

4,

/

pmM.,

roetry

photography exhibit by Marcia Ward, 915 H St.,
Arcata, $2.

Concert: Aliman Brothers Band, Thur., Oct 1,
6:30 p.m., Redwood Bowl, $8.50 in advance,

$10 at gate.

“Fascination Rhythm:” Gale McNeeley and
Mark Gaedicke, Fri, Oct. 2, 8:15 p.m., Humboldt Cultural Center, Eureka, $2.50 gen..
$1.25 students and senior citizens.

Mojos: Thur.-Sun., Oct. 1-4, Mason Dixon; Oct
6, jazz night, Gale Warning: Oct.
7, talent
showcase; Oct. 8-10, Section 8; Oct.
11,
Queen Ida and Soul Gavilan; Oct. 13, jazz night
Soul Gavilan; 856 10th St., Arcata
Old Town Bar & Grill: Wed., Sept. 30, Espree.
Thur.-Sat.,

Oct.

1-3,

Wild

Child;

327

Second

St.. Eureka

Coffeehouse Concert: Dan Rei, Paula Pagan
and Dave Walker,
Rathskeller, free.

Wed.,

Oct.

7,

8

pm.,

Concert: Doc and Merle Watson, Fri., Oct. 9, 8

p.m., Van Duzer Theater, $6.50 students,
$7.50 gen.
Concert: Peter Frampton, Sat., Oct. 10,8p.m.,
East Gym, $8.50 students, $9.50 gen

Ernest Borgnine, who will perform a one-man show in January, will

nighight the
th 1961-82 Extraordinary Performances series. The program
ins Oct. 17 with Sukay, a four-member
p that uses
traditional Andean instruments. Friday is the last day to take —
tage of a 10 percent discount available with a season ticket

chase to the series. For season ticket information or to obtainnoe

gram brochure, contact CenterArts at ext. 4411.

Art

Exhibit:

Mexican

East Gym.

masks

and

weavings, Reese Bullen Gallery, Oct. 14-Nov
11, Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.-5 p.m. and Sat. 10a.m.-2
p.m.

NR Grad Student Union, Mon., Oct. 5, 5p.m.,
NR

101.

COMMUTING

¢ TOURING ¢ RACING

PEUGEOT PHIO

UNIVEGA
VIVA SPORT

The Perfect Commuting Bik
for Work or School
@
@

Volleyball vs. Chico, Sat., Oct. 10, 7:30p.m,

EXAr
Mexican

Football vs. Puget Sound, Sat., Oct. 3, 7:30
p.m., Redwood Bowl
Volleyball vs. Davis, Fri, Oct. 9, 7:30 p.m.,
East Gym.
Football Homecoming vs. Davis, Sat., Oct
10, 2._p.m., Redwood Bowl

Lifetime Frame and Parts Guarantee
Quick Release Wheels

@ Alloy Crank, Pedals, Hubs

On

Sale

$2 10,°°

One of the Best vawrieg
Bikes
Chrome Moly Frame
Alloy Components
Suntour

12

Derailleurs

Speeds

$275.

PEUGEOT PFN 10

A Proven Racing Bike at a
Reasonable Price
23 Pounds
Alloy Components
Double-Butted
lifetime Frame

Frame
Guarantee

$369.

8
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Lumberjacks unleash new look for ’81
11-year drought can
end in Redwood Bowl

HSU adds run attack
to powerful air game

By Bobbi Villalobos
Business manager

Fresh off two straight victories, in-

The Lumberjack football team will
have to defeat a team it has not beaten
since 1969 if it wants a Homecoming
victory Oct. 10.
UC Davis, the Far Western Conference champions the past 10 years,
suffered a 6-0 loss to HSU 11 years
ago. They have been the victors ever
since.
‘Every year we hope to upset
them,’’ Head Coach Bud Van Deren
said. ‘‘With the attitude this year’s

team
—

has,

though,

we

could

cluding

stunning

win

over

Cal

at Redwood Bowl, Saturday at

7:30 “e

1 ‘Jacks face a UPS squad

that upended

defending

Far Western

Conference champion

Davis, 7-0,

earlier this season.
The 1981 campaign, which started
on a sour note against Southern
m University, has gone steadily
u
the past couple
weeks.
Week one saw
eas the sop

whip

”

;
e
Homecoming
oe
against
Davis is also the Far
Western Conference opener for the Lumberjacks.
Last year at Davis, HSU came within
minutes of tying the Aggies. Davis
completed a 46-yard field goal with
ae coeneee in the game to edge the
*Jacks.
Senior quarterback Bill Plant will
again lead HSU against Davis. In the
defeat last season, he threw for 182
ds. The playing time Plant put in
ast
is helping now.
‘The ex
I got last year has
paid off. I’ve learned how to read the
defenses better, and I’m more confident,”’ Plant said.
Whether the ’Jacks can pull off the
win will partly depend on Plant’s
leadership.
*“We can beat Davis — we're a lot
better than last year,” "lant
‘4.
“The enthusiam of this team is.
__t.
Everyone wants to beat them and
Davis has already lost twice.’’

See DROUGHT, page 41

a

Lutheran, the Humboldt State University football team hosts powerful Puget

Southern

Oregon

Wi

hosts

le

ed the ’Jacks, 27-24.
Maybe it was the home crowd cheering them on, or the sight of the new
Redwoood
Bowl
grass, but
for
whatever reasons,

Luis

just 10 points.

a ae *Jac
J ie
way,
headed for Los
face Occidental
eo

pace

te tae

ent

last week to
. They didn’t
crushed the

have been several standouts
for this year’s version of the Lumber-

s i cack afeae an

‘or 495 vards and four touchdowns.
See RUN ATTACK, page 41

it Plant

Perennial champions woe FWC

foes

10-straight crowns for UC Davis
Ry Bill Henmessey.
Sports editor
It’s the mighty versus the meek as the Far
Western Conference prepares to kick off its footmighty are t he Aggies
ies of of t the U niversity
ap
ty o' of
California at Davis. The role of the meek is slapped
on Humboldt, Chico, Hayward, Sacramento and
San Francisco.
The five ‘‘also-rans”’ have one common goal —

ed a certain level.’’
The reasons for Davis’ success is not easily defined, according to the coach.
**1 don’t want to take anything away from Socher
— he’s a
coach with a fine staff. But a vast
number of student athletes want to go into the UC
system. Most can’t play on the Division | level with
Cal and UCLA, so they go to Davis,’’ Van Deren
contends.

bounce the perennial champions as the pride of the

the year Dan
player ofsive
FWC co-defen

San aaah ea

ending 1980 with a

ledger, is vastly improved, Socher

g

°

re

Walsh,

bridesmaids,

the

E

a

:

:

z

avec

i:

conference.
The yd have captured 10 consecutive conference
ionships and have 7
together 38
straight conference
victories.
Last year’s
unblemished $-0 FWC record boosted Davis to an
overall mark of 7-2-1.
The story is almost the same again this year —

other team.””
Hayward State must be regarded as one of those
teams to contend with after an earlier bouncing of
Santa Clara, a Division 2 playoff team last year.
The Pioneers and Aggies were deadlocked for the
top spot in the conference after three games last
year. But a disheartening 23-6 loss at the hands of
hopes. It
the Lumberjacks dimmed or
bowing to Davis in
finished the season at 3-2 after
its final game.
The Pioneers owned the best defensive team in
the
the conference and seven starters, including

H

is only in football, however.
Davis’ dominance
The conference is fairly well matched in other

have peaks and valleys — we're
‘*The other
up one year but down the next. Davis has maintain-

*‘There are some teams that have improved quite

i

“Success breeds success,’’ Van Deren said when
dominate football each fall.

‘Most any team can beat any

com
4
HSU’s Bill Plant
is val att -mpts — only

a
a better mark with $6.0— and threw
leading 14 touchdown passes.

conference

‘Stell photo by Sophy Bustens

Phil Petersen (13) movee the bell ageinet a
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game.
Steve Swiacki is averaging 36

Missed scoring chances

successfully
oe
a
out.

causes soccer to stumble
two
last

.

The ’Jacks fell 2-1 on Saturday, and
4-1 on Sunday, both in home games.
Returner Greg West and freshmen Ron
LaGraff were the scorers for the
Lumberjacks.
The team, 2-6 overall, seems to have
a scoring problem,
according to
second-year coach Chris Hopper.
‘“We've had a problem scoring goals
all season,"’ H
said. ‘‘Some of it
is lack of killer instinct on the part of
the forwards.
**At practice we’ve been working on
recreating situations near the goal
which require mental alertness, concentration and determination.”’
The defensive play of the 'Jacks is
stable, and accounts for the fact that
HSU has dominated most of the games
it has played.

quite sound.
Players
like Mike
a
West, Jeff Mittner and
Ron
ff
have played very effecet
overall team play is quite
good.’’
Fifteen players,
including eight
starters, have returned from last year’s
conference team.

The

p is

Continued from page 40
Davis fell to Cal State Northridge
Puget Sound. The ‘Jacks meet
Puget Sound this weekend.
In the three Lumberjack games so
far this year, Plant has completed 52

B

Busleess manager

Ww

booted

four of five
yards

Hopper said, ‘‘Defensively we are

By Bobbi Villalobos
The HSU men’s soccer team
Far Western Conference pla
losses to Sacramento
State

yards a

t, while placekicker Dennis Miller

said. He needs about 1,700 passi
yards this season to set a new HSU
career passing-yardage mark.
San Francisco State handed the
‘Jacks a 21-6 loss in last year’s
Homecoming

by All-Far Western

366

Conference
players Mittner and
Mulligan, both juniors.
**It’s nice to have guys back that did

total

game.

offensive

tallied more
penalties.

than

HS‘.

rolled

100

yards

yards,

but

up

also
in

well last year, but we do lack depth,”’

Hopper said. ‘‘Our freshmen play
fe soccer, but are inexperienced.
‘re not up to the level of play of
the conference.’’
The ‘Jacks were to play a game
against the HSU alumni this weekend,
but the game was postponed. The next

FWC

for the ’Jacks will be Oct.

10, when they travel to Hayward.
HSU
won
both
games
against
Hayward last season.
**We're not going to hold practices
during the extra time we have,’ Hopper
‘The team needs some time
off...1 know I do.”’

said.
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Netters hope to
surprise nation
When the nation’s top and thirdranked teams are the pride of your
conference, it’s hard to _—-

about

a cham

p.

But

Barbara Van

Putten believes her Lumberjacks can
surprise

Sacramento

national

State

this

champion

Saturday,

Tough task awaits distance runners
. The team came away
Winning a national championship in be
Wis. last November
caoss sduaey c's tak oon Cay atin from K
in
ed, but retaining that title may even be With the first national championship
oa
HSU’s Seales baat

harder.

The task of successfully defending

Conover ran

Then-junior

to

finish,
while
a second-place
a

40

in a 3-1

loss to Sonoma State Sept.

19, she said.
Six-foot senior captain Jane Eilers
has been a consistent
performer for
the netters. Senior Barbara Christie,
who last season was named as the
GSC
Player of the Week, and
freshman-surprise Bonnie Braymen
have also proved valuable.
Besides Eilers and Christie, 6-foot
Cheryl Clark, 5-foot-9 Laura Hay,
$-foot-4 Becky Immel and 5$-foot-6
Michelle Wood return to add some
valuable experience to a team that includes three freshmen and three
sophomores.
After its trip to Turlock and
Sacramento, HSU entertains powerful UC Davis Oct. 9 at 7:30 p.m.
Chico State comes into town Oct. 11
for a 1 p.m. game.

in the Division 2 world, coasted to a

No. $ and 7 runners, also return, but

with HSU’s first 1981 outing.
satisfied
“We've got a long way to go to be a

itttdimiiinmtn

gt

non-scholarship Divisio:

Grimes finished third.

|

Wayne Arrison, last year the ‘Jacks

proved to

apne eines

———e

oo

i oy atgibility

NCAA Division 2 Coach of the Year

Conover, perhaps the finest runner

first-place finish with Arrison second.
Hunt,

national

_

=

th

not overjoyed,

calibre team. Our

Wor

k!

We

{t was a fair start,”’ he said.

| ge

guarantee them

Still only 75 cents
for 25 words

was

times were

ets ey : oa ~—

Classifieds

o, Arcata, Calif

INSTRUCTOR: LINDA GUILD 686-4130
Humboldt
University-Arcata

+.

« —

Lumberjack

8th & G on the Plaza

Seu

finished

= Conover is back. Roger Innes and

822-ROCK

OX

Williams

Point.

y

tougher to keep it, according to Coach
JimTheHunt.
‘Jacks will have to be “‘up”’ for

work capturing it, but it will be even

Vim RECORDS
EDP
Cy

Chico on

way

at 11 a.m., then travel to Sacramento | sion 2 — after moving up from the
for a 7 p.m. encounter with the
Hornets.
Van Putten has generally been happy with the team’s performance this
year ex
when they played ‘‘flat”’

Patricks
=

=

|in a dual meet

eae

yw

its national title awaits the HSU men’s*s
cross country brigade. It was hard

opponent, because they're all they have big shoes to fill.
a fourth place 8-6 Golden } every
Gespite
earning to knock HSU from the top,
The road will be tough as HSU

must play Stanislaus State in Turlock

Arhopes for freshman
Hunt has
and sophomore Mike
nulfo M
Williams. Morales ran to a fourth-

i

“
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Blockade

protesto rs turn focus to Humboldt Ba
|

Local Diablo
By Karen Lynd

ea

Commualty editor

Nearly
50 Humboldt
County
residents joined the blockade at the

Diablo Canyon atomic-power

show

to

Pacific Gas & Electric

to

same

tactics can be used against the Hum-

|

|

?

a

boldt Bay plant, a Redwood Alliance
spokesman said Monday.

The two-week demonstration officially ended Monday with more than
1,700 arrests, mane

on felony
PG&E's
seaside

one protestor

charges,
to

t near

in
the

of
$2.3-billion

Luis Opispo.

representatives are wor

to lower the safety standards req

to

reopen

the

18-year-old

inactive

Humboldt
Bay
plant,
Abalone
Alliance media spokesman
Larry
Goldberg said.
‘*Now comes a new outreach. Those
that were there (Diablo) will go back to
anew community. Now Humboldt Bay
is the new focus,’’ Goldberg said.
The Humboldt Bay plant closed
down in 1976. Prior to that, it had been
shut down 35 times for malfunctions.
‘‘That plant has been known as the
dirtiest reactor in the country,’’ Redwood Alliance spokesman Bill Burton
said.
‘It’s on a number of earthquake
faults and would have to be brought
back up to standards to be used again.

Right now, they keep going back and
forth with their decisions on whether
or not to reopen.’’
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission granted a license to the Diablo Canyon plant last week for a minimumpower run. Once the reactor is started,
the cost to change it over or decommission it will triple or quadruple, Burton
said.
But yesterday, PG&E indefinitely
postponed loading of the reactor, a
spokesman for Santa Barbara for a
Nuclear Free Future said.
PG&E found problems with the
piping-hanger assemblies in the conmment vessel, he said.
‘*Apparently, there are discrepancies
between what’s there and what’s in the

plans. The Nuclear

Com-

mission is apparent!
o bearing
tomorrow
moraiag,”’ “heawoo

Alliance spokesman Michael Welches

Photo by Larry Goldberg

Over 1900 demonstrators were arrested during the Diablo Canyon biockade.
said.
A public meeting of the Central
Coast Water Quality Board will be held
Oct. 9 in San Luis Obispo in response
to a permit request by PG&E to dump
more radioactive wastes than are
already permissible, Welches said.
““We need letters
asking the boardto

deny the permit for

ging waste

into the water,’’ he said.
Welches said PG&E applied for a
permit to allow dumping of allegedly
low-level radioactive water containi
arsenic, cadmium, chromium (w
retards photosynthesis
and kills

names and all, and this was totally different. People just expected it to be like

diatoms in the water), lead, pesticides,
zinc, ammonia and cyanide.
‘Some of these figures are hundreds
of times above allowable limits of the
October, 1980 Environmental Protection Agency ambient water quality
standards,’ he said.

‘*It was never intended to be a media
event, but eventually the media actually hel
protect us. I think if they
weren t there, we would have been

San Luis
rel
Lane,
at 1120A Lau
board
Obispo, CA 93401.

The California Highway Patrol officers were the most courteous,

Letters in

t can be sent to the

“| think they’re really
taking this meeting

sheds

y after

the

protest,"’ Welches said.
Prior to the eevee. » Camping Briefng
es?
T) areas were set up.
”
ning lasted about five or six

hours and was mainly on non-violent

the 60s.

Goldberg said, while sheriffs deputies
were the roughest.
**] saw a man in his mid-60s being
led away in a double wrist hold by a

sheriff,’’ Goldberg said.

Local resident support for the

testers was strong,

Goldberg

Even some PG&E employees were su

b

portive.
Goldberg is completing his master’s

said.
The guidelines of the ‘‘Nonviolence
Code’’ included an open and friendly
no violence (verbal or
oepueal}

drugs or "icohol other t
purposes,
sion of

Welches.

for medical

no running and no possesto
according
weapons,

The camp ‘‘was spread out over 35
acres with power lines going to the
plant on one side and evacuation sirens
on the other. We had a big tent, our
own power, water and food.
Media spokesman Goldberg was
charged with ‘‘failure to disperse’ and

in business at HSU. For his thesis, he is
ng a municipal
solar utility for
the city of Arcata. If finished, the utility will create leasing systems to

homeowners and renters to solar equip

and insulate their homes.

A significant factor in the Diablo
ares protest was that such a large
blockade (with more arrests than any
other U.S. anti-nuclear demonstration)

could

be

handled

so

peacefully,

nuclear-power
opponent
Joseph
Romero said.
Romero also
**no contest’
and was sentenced to four days in jail

or $30 per day.

sentenced to four ~~ in jail.

‘‘Almost everyone that blockaded
has agreed not to pay their fines,’’ he

put us all together a

sift cneir fines are paid and their time

“I think the best thing they did was

the 28-year-

is served, the misdemeanor charges
as Se Sen
Romero

Did the fortnight
blockade prove |

successful
for the nearly 2,000 pro-

?

aay

discouraged

that

ever out this far,

(PG&E)

ao

“but

I'am encouraged that we've got the

power.
‘
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